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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
In this dissertation, we construct optimal "fle-xible" two-stage plans. ""Flexible" 
means that the first-stage outcomes not only determine whether to accept the null 
or alternative hypothesis, or whether to proceed to the second stage, but also, in 
the latter case, determine second-stage sample sizes and critical values that depend 
on first-stage outcome. ""Optimar" is meant in the sense that a suitable measure of 
sampling effort is minimized with respect to all flexible plans, subject to suitable 
constraints. 
Determining or adjusting second-stage sample size and critical region based on 
first-stage outcome constitutes an extension of classical double sampling plans as 
originallv proposed (Dodge and Romig fLji) and subsequently developed (Hald il6l) 
and Spurrier and liewett [26^). The idea in a sense tlatcs back to Stein's [27] seminal 
papCi and its descendants, thirovigli tlic adaptive iitilizalioii ol hrst-stagc information, 
as detailed below, iocuses on the parameter(/i) of interest, rather than on a nuisance 
parameter((7) as in Stein's. Such focus on the parameter of interest is particularly 
reminiscent of the approach t,n spnnential in' ' lir;^ted bv Birnhsum and 
Mealy [3]; and also of Miller and Freund's [231 more recent proposal of an ad hoc 
method for determining the second-stage sample size in binomial estimation problems. 
The literature on optimized two-stage [jlans i.leais i-";iil\ '  with "noii-nexible ' ];lans: 
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plans, in other words, that call for first-stage decision or for a second stage with 
fixed sample size and critical region. Colton and McPherson [9] focus on first-stage 
rejection. They minimize alternative-hypothesis expected sample size with respect to 
first- and second-stage sample sizes and critical values, under fixed error rates of both 
kinds. Thall et al. [2S]. on the other hand, focus instead on first-stage acceptance 
and minimize the average of the expected sample sizes at the null and alternative 
hypotheses. Thall et al. [29]. [30] treat multiple testing in similar fashion. 
There have also been Bayesian approaches to two-stage plans: for example. Berry 
[2] reformulates McPherson's [21] approach iii Bayesian terms, by also assuming a 
ma.ximum total sample size and equal stage sample sizes, but allowing for the possi­
bility of early termination in accordance with a certain Bayesian stopping rule. Cohen 
and Sa,ckrowitz [7]. [S] derive optimal Bayes procedures for determining the second-
stage sample size in exponential family estimation, with special attention devoted to 
the binomial case. 
In the group-sequential (Pocock [25]. O'Brien and Fleming [24]) framework. 
\lrPhersnn minimivpc: rnr=at;iiro« nF ^amnlino- piToi-t vvitli rr- '^nprt to t'nr> 
" " "  I  J  J  ^  J - - - -
number of "equally spaced" interim analyses, under a rei^catcd-significance-test con­
vention for assigning inierim criiical values, and fixed overall error rates of both, 
kinds. Jennison [17] and Eales and .Jennison [15]. on the other hand, fix the number 
of interim analyses but optimize over the corresponding interim critical values. In 
the Bavcsian framcv.-crk Crcssic and Mor-an stv.dicd Cv'~rta;:i k-sta-c nrobabilii/. '  
ratio tests called "variable-sam.ple-size probabilit\" ra.tio tests ( \  PRTs)". This latter 
work is related to the "sequential design of experiments" initiated by Chernoff [6] 
^see ?.iso Bracit a.nd ivai ' in [oj. and W liittic and Bor'»vankcr. L}avid and Ing'v\eli 
; 5  
[ 4 ] ) .  
Motivated by the above considerations and developments, we have considered 
certain two-stage plans through two distinct optimization formulations. While our 
"flexible" formulations in both cases would appear to call for a multi-dimensional 
optimization, these turn out to be "separable" into a fam.ily of simple two-dimensional 
optimizations, each corresponding to a first-stage outcome in the continuation region. 
The first formulation, in Chapter 2. addressing the case of one treatment both 
with and without a control, is distinguished by possessing a Neyman-Pearson as 
well as Bayes interpretation, reminiscent of the dual interpretation of the SPRT as 
optimal in both a Bayes and Neyman-Pearson sense (Lehmann [20]. p.104). The 
•N'eymian-Pearson interpretation is that average expected sample size is being mini­
mized. subject just to the two overall error rates Q and 3. respectively of first and 
second kind. The Bayes interpretation is that Bayes risk, involving both sampling 
cost and v/rong decision losses, is being minimized. With CQ the cost of wrongly 
abandoning null hypothesis, and C ^  the cost of wrongly staying with it.  one use­
ful ontoTowtn nf mir i-insl i n t*->rnrr>t a r inn is that I  r \  pnrl 14 \ fif^r prm 1 np parh 
" 0-- -- -- — -- \ r  ".M' -----
other. 
The second formulation, reminiscent of the group-secjuential point of view, in­
volves given first- and second-stage error rates of first and second kind (four such 
given error rates in all), with objective function equal to average (over the hypothe-
treatment case, with and witliout control, is considered. We choose to analyze this 
group-sequential formulation by means of tlie transformation 1141 to normal-
it\ oi ti^iC i^inomiai distrioution. ihis allo'A's iransiating tiie binomiial proolem to one 
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of testing the drift parameter of a standard Wiener process [18]. This brings to the 
analysis the simplifications and economies of location and scale equivariance. 
The flexible plans provide an alternative to informal sample size adjustment fol­
lowing an interim analysis, as is sometimes done, for example, in the pharmaceutical 
industry, in the case of drugs already on the market being explored for new indi­
cations: equally, they in effect incorporate an initial (pilot) study into an over-all 
experimental plan, both when tb.e pilot stud}' is already done and when a pilot stage 
is to be incorporated into a planned-for two-stage study. 
Com.parisons are made with optimal non-flexible plans, which leads to conclusion 
that flexible plans reduce expected sample size in both formulations. 
o  
CHAPTER 2. BAYES AND NEYMAN-PEARSON ASPECTS 
2.1 Introduction 
Our initial motivation related to this chaptcr was to develop procedures in a 
Neyman-Pearson framework, which will {a) control errors of both kinds and (6) 
decrease average sampling number (ASX) by allowing second-stage sample size to 
depend on first-stage outcome. 
.\s work progressed on our original Ne\'man-Pearson optimization formulation, 
we observed that the plans we were developing from an essentially .\ 'eyman-Pearson 
perspective had also a Bayesian interpretation, much in th.e way that the sequen­
tial probability ratio test simultaneously is optimal in both a .X'eyman-Pearson and 
^  M  L O M I  I N I \  T . ,  , 1  
Pearson ASX optimization under fixed ololxil error rates in fact is implemented by 
certain second-stage Bayes solutions. In other words, the plans are optima.1 simul­
taneously in both a Bayes and a .Xeyman-Pearson sense; the former because they 
are Bayes in a class F of flexible plans: the latter because they minimize a suitable 
measure of sampling enori with respect to all members of f  satisfying certain error 
rate restrictions of first and sccond kind. 
Section 2.2 treats the analysis \ ' ielding oj^timal fle.xii^le plans in the ca,se of a 
single population where this optimization is seen to have simultaneously a Bayesian 
6  
and Xeyman-Pearson character, clue to the a\ 'ai!ahility of the Lagrangian approach 
to solving constrained optimization problems. Bayesian wrong-decision losses are 
thereby put into correspondence with Xeyman-Pearson wrong-decision error rates. 
Section 2.2.2 compares a particular optimal flexible with the corresponding optimal 
non-flexible two-stage plan. Section 2.4 describes a certain experimentwise random­
ization useful for this comparison. 
Section 2.3 discusses extension of the ideas to the case of two populations, and 
Section 2.5 contains concluding remarks. 
2.2 The Neyman-Pearson/Bayes connection 
2.2.1 Lagrangian solutions of constrained optimization problems 
Consider an arbitrary domain A with elements t .  and three functions f { S ) .  g Q { 6 ]  
and <71 (^) defined on A. Suppose that we wish to find an optimum element of A. in 
t h e  s e n s e  o f  m i n i m i z i n g  f i S ) .  s u b j e c t  t o  t h e  r e s t r i c t i o n s  g Q ( S ]  <  . 4  a n d  g i { S )  <  B  .  
if there is a 6* in A, and also two non-negative numbers AQ and AJ. such that 
^70(6*) = .4, 
g]{6*] = D (2.1) 
a,nd 
LiS'"} < L{6). 0 € A ("-.2) 
where 
I ( — f ( \  ^  /-I  ^  /  /S _L \  .  / r -  / A \ 
then <5* is optimal in the above sense. 
This assertion is verified as rollows; Suppose 6* satisfied (2.1) and (2.2). and 
/ 
were not optimal: in other words, suppose there were a in A with 
f { s ' ) < f { 6 * ) .  (2.3) 
and also 
g i i S )  <  B .  (2.4) 
Then we would have 
<  f { d  )  -r Ao.4 + B  
<  f { 5 * )  +  X Q A ^ X ^ B  
= i(^*). 
where the middle three signs would be due respecti\ 'el\ '  to (2.4). (2.3) and (2.1). and 
vvTicrc tne imipiieci inequaiitv 
L { S )  <  L { S * ) .  
would contradict (2.2) . 
S C C * M  0 H 3 ~ S 3 . I 7 ^ P L G  C S . S S  
Consider an experimenter in possession of d  posit i\ 'es out of an initial sample o! 
size M] from a Bernoulli nopulation. for whicii the experimenter is willintr to assume 
8  
that p  equals either pQ or 7)4 > p Q .  Suppose as well that t,he experimenter is willing 
to restrict his/her further options either to sampling no more (Moid) = 0). with 
an immediate decision whether p = /)Q or p .  or to conducting one further single 
sampling plan {M--){d) > 0): and that the experimenter intends to choose from among 
these options in Bayesian terms, involving, among other things, two cost ratios: the 
ratio CQ (respectively, C^,) of the cost of wrongly deciding that p 4 (respectively, PQ) 
holds, to the unit cost of sampling. 
With prior T T Q  (0 < T T Q  < 1) on /;Q .  the posterior probability ~Q{d) of pg is 
' o K d :  M \ . p ( ) )  
- Q h { d :  M [ . p q )  +  - _ ^ ^ h { d :  
where 6(-) denotes binomial probabili ty,  and correspondingly for t  = 1 — ~Q, P4 
and -  JJ) = 1 -  -Q{d).  
The experimenter's single sampling Bayes plan S * { d )  at d  is the (possibly de­
generate) single sampling plan S{d) minimizing 
R { d ] =  M o i d )  ~  C o : r o ( ^ ) P 4 | o ( c / )  +  C 4 ^ , 4 ( f / ) P o i _ 4 ( « ' ) .  
where P A{ \ Q \ d )  (respectively. Pg|^((:/)) denotes the probability, under S { d ) .  of ac­
cepting P4 (respectively, pgi when p = pQ (respectively. P4) .  Here. and 
j^{d) are based, respectively, on the binomial probabilities b{D: M--){d).pQ) and 
b ( D :  M 2 { d ) .  p  o f  t h e  s e c o n d - s t a g e  n u m b e r  o f  " p o s i t i v e s " .  D .  D  =  0 . 1 . 2  M o { d ) .  
c""* / • 1 • 1 : r- . r' • * r / t .... r-i/ 7x 
•<-!; !> ucn\';u ijy nrsL ii.Kiiig ai.  say. mo i' .nc i:i:rim:izing over 
critical regions, follou-ed by minimizing over ino. mo = 0. 1. 2 For mo = 0. 
minimizing R { d )  amounts to axceptin.g pn (respectiveK'. ;> \ ) if ^ is greater 
^  4  "  4 ;  
(respectively, less) than 1. For mo > 0. in view of the extended Neyman-Pearson 
9  
Lemma .  the Bayes plan amounts to accepting /)Q (respectively, p if the criterion 
C r \ 7 7 r \ ( d ] b (  D :  m - ~ ) .  n n  )  
—" • '  "  • (2.5) 
C4~^4(f/)6(D;7772.p_4) 
is greater (respectively, less) than 1. yielding a straightforward one-sided plan, by 
likelihood ratio monotonicity. 
= (5' '(0). 5*(1 ),•••. 5*(.U|)) has the following interpretations. 
[i] .A.S indicated in the preceding discussion. S*{d) is the single sampling proce­
dure that a "one-stage" Bayesian will follow who. having obtained d initial positives, 
uses prior (-Q(d).-^^(d)) on (pQ-p.^)-
(ri) Consider a "two-stage" Bayesian about to take, rather than already in pos­
session of. an initial sample of size possibly to be followed by a second-stage single 
sampling plan, who uses prior (-Q. TT ) on (/;g. pjJ. Suppose that this Bayesian has. 
as his options, vectors S = (5(0). 5( 1). • • • .  S(d). • • • .  S(.}/i)). where each S(d) is an 
arbitrary second-stage single sampling plan, d* minimizes the Bayes risk for such 
a Bayesian. where 
\ f.  
d=o 
1 r 
- 'n 
I \ ^ r / 7 \ r \ f r ^ 7 \ 1 r o / f \ t i  ^ 
~ ~ 4 [;ia; -r L J.-/ • 
d=0 
Here, the dependence of on S  comes from the fact thai M o i d ) .  P and 
are determined by 5(rt ').  and hence b\ 'd. 
[ i i i ]  A t.hird interpreraiion of is seen iix' writing ('2.6') as 
A/i \ / ,  1 1 
r? , __ \  ^ 1,/ ./. > r \ r > r / 7\1 , ^ ' !  /  1  t  f  \  I  ^  r  /  
"•d - " 0  2 ^  " ' . f ' - ' l - ' ' 2 ' " ' i ( ^  ^  ~ , 4  - ' - ' I - / ' . 4 n - » - ! 2 v « / ' J 6  
d — 0  d — Q  
1 0  
.Ul 
d = o  '  
+ ~.4^ A  Y 1  - '- ' ' l  • P  4) EI '1 ^  '^- 'L-
d = 0  
=  + -qCQ Q^ + -_4C_4 3 ^  
where .45A'^^~^ denotes the weighted average (over PQ and p of the expected 
second-stage sample size under pQ and under p 
Applying now the Lagrangian argument in Section 2.2.1. with - 5q((5). 
= .4.9 . ' \  7rn("ri = Ar> aiul -  i f '  < = ,\ i ,  we see that. /)* minimizes U ^v / uu U .1 /I 1 '  
.45.V^-^"-. among all plans 6 with error of the first (respectively, second) kind no 
greater than the error of the first (respectively, second) kind of <5*. 
Interpretation { l i i )  provides the Xeyman-Pearson connection, with the Bayesian 
economic parameterization (CQ. C j^) replaced by the Neyman-Pearson parameteriza­
tion (a^*,^?^*). and the Bayes plan 6* re-interpreted as cff icieni  in a Neyman-Pearson 
sense. It may be of interest to note here that there are other statistical applications 
of ihe sons of La,grangian lacis e.xpositcci in Section 2.2.i.  l*or c.xamiple. L'ook and 
W n c" [lOl 1 i  •> 1 ovJ w \ O 0 1 >»•> V . Cl.-O -  ----- V-/1. - . .—.J- 111 
cstdblisiiing the 111T'aij"(-vTT^tT*1 Tii-i/-] coiwo' 'cicsi^n cOiiSuri^C" 
tion. 
We have worked out S'^ for a particular example, in large part in order to ch.eck 
the validity of our original objective of decreasing .45.V of non-flexible two-stage 
plans through introduction of a liexibie second stage. Thus we have examined the 
operating characteristic [GC] and ASN functions of d'' '  alongside those of a certain 
com.para.ble optimal non-flexible two-stage plan will; s;r,nc first-stage sample size. 
1 1  
In point of fact, to insure the same error rates for 8" and in this discrete situation. 
is a certain mixture of three optimal non-flexible two-stage plans, as detailed in 
Section 2.4. 
One further point should be made, if only with regard to computation: The 
Lagrangian formulation in (2.1) and (2.2) presupposes that a and 3 are to be specified 
first,  followed by finding appropriate AQ and along with <5*. a state of affairs well 
portrayed by the notion 
A O (Q .  i) .  A ^ ( Q .  . i).  (^""(Q. i) .  
But, the reverse computation, indicated ijy the notion 
6 * ( A O . A I ) .  A ( A Q . A ^ ) .  J ( A Q . A J ) .  
actually is the natural one. Here one starts out by fixing A G  and A ^ .  followed by 
solving for all the second-stage Bayes plans, with wrong-decision losses AQ and 
corresponding to all possible first-stage outcomes d. followed in turn by computing 
— f J \ \  \ : j i  \  -  \ .  \  „f cxxN- niOL ci-iiva ov-vv-ziivi iMiiva. \_Ciii / .  wi tiiv^ 
all procedure, call it  6 ( A Q . A I  ). made up of all of these second-stage Bayes plans. The 
plan ^(AQ.A]^ ) is then the optimal plan 8^ corresponding to the error rate restrictions 
^ <^1(^0-'H)-
51 (c) < -^^lAn-A]). 
To meet specified { Q . . J )  objecti\ 'es. one must iterate tb.e i 'e\ 'erse com.putation till  a 
pair (An.Ai ) is found such that oiAn.Ai i and 3(An.Ai ] ai 'c saiisfactoriK' close to a 
- W i '  '  U  i  '  
and J. 
12  
We illustrate the idea by following example: . \/ |  =  2 0 . ( ~ Q . 7 R , J )  =  ( ^ , ^ ) .  ( / J Q .  
Pa ) — (0.15.0.30) and (CQ.C4) is chosen such (a^c;*.) ~ (0.05.0.20). The relation 
between Bayes wrong-decision losses and .\e\ 'man-Pearson error rates is illustrated 
in Table 2.1. Note here that (respectively. 3^) is seen relatively more sensitive 
to changes of CQ (respectively. than to changes of (T. t  (respectively, CQ) and 
the matching of wrong-decision losses (CQ.C.-^) with error rates is in fact 
many-to-one because of discreteness. The form, of d* is as given in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.1: Relation between Bayes losses and Neyman-Pearson error rates 
C o  c..,  A S . \ ' ^  
1100 460 0.04949 0.19821 39.39920 
1100 4S0 0.05019 0.1S895 40.29906 
1100 500 0.05019 0.18895 40.29906 
1120 460 0.04812 0.19610 40.02428 
1120 480 0.04930 0.19199 40.18055 
1120 500 0.05019 0.18895 40.29906 
1140 460 0.04709 0.19985 39.88343 
T T J R\ i  i  4oG 0.04930 G. i9i:,i9 40.18055 
1140 500 0.04863 0.18870 40.77308 
.45.V and O C  functions for 6* and <5^^ are given in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. 
Actual achieved error rates are (Q^*. 3^* ) — (0.04949. 0.19S21) and a pair of wrong-
decision losses matched with these error rates is i 1110.456). Tiie OC functions of 6* 
r»ccor»tinl1\ '  ^ >^0* O 00 .,.1, .1^ 
V/ o 1 <» ii V V..,Ol 1* \ 1 Lt 1 iL 1 i <i <• iuObL- VVllllC CllC. 
.4.S'.N fimction of S* is seen to be uniformh" superior to tiiat o! \vith second-stage 
improvement ol S. l at ' ' '  . /  '  = 0.225 and n<>ar zero for (\\ ' treme p sincc the 
1 3  
Table 2.2: The plan 6* 
d  M o i d ]  D(:ci. '<ion 
0 0 ••1 0  
1 0 4 5 
2 0 A Q  
3 0 A G  
4 43 [11.43]^' 
5 53 [12.531 
6 44 [9.44] 
7 0 .4,4^ 
1 S 
19 0 
-i .  
- •  /t 
20 A  
^Accept pQ 
'^Critical region for second sample 
' ' A c c e p t  p  , 1  
14 
Figure 2.1: ASN functions of <5* and 5^ 
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second-stage is seldom reached for such /;.  
2.3 Extension to two-sample case 
2.3.1 One-sided case 
A natural extension of our formulation is to the case of a control and a treatment 
DODula t ion .  wi th  H  A  :  =  v r '  =  v n .  = V T  =  V  A  >  n n  and  
* .N. * CO'L L! 01 ^ ' C« I L * J_ * .'I 4 U 
H q  :  p Q  =  P2" =  P Q .  We imagine having (I q  (respectively, (ij) positives from 
the control (respectively, treatment) population, out of an initial sample of size M^-
-Analogously to the development in the previous section, we consider decision rules 
6 .  whose role is to specify how ( d Q . d j )  = d  is to determine the second-stage of 
sampling. Specifically. <5 is to specify the values of f/ which are to call for no additional 
sampling (.Uo(f/) = 0). and those values of d for which an additional sample of 
size M o { d )  > 0 is to be taken from each population, in the former case (namely, 
M - - ) { d )  = 0), 6  specifies in addition whether //g or 1 !  ^  is to be accepted. In the 
^ n\ ,c c icco \ 11*^1 K \ ^ RA • / \ ^ ^ 111 tiO Ci. v^i. iiiOu'Oi. 'Citi,*— 
outcome d .  the numbers { D r -  D j )  = /} of second-stage "posit ives" that are to lead to 
a c c e p t a n c e  o f  H ^  ( i . e . .  t h e  c r i t i c a l  r e g i o n  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  d ) .  T h u s ,  a  d e c i s i o n  r u l e  8  
specifies, for every possible first-stage outcom.e. a second- stage (possibly zero) sample 
size Moyd) and second-stage (possibly degenerate) critical region for the second-stage 
U L l l c U I l l C b  D .  
However, the Bayesiaii solution responds to tlie fact tiiat the abo\'e //n and 
//,< do not differ with respect to the control population, by ignoring all control 
population evidence. One possible Bayesian \N'ay .  which we adopt, to restore the 
relevance of control population e\-ic!ence is to replace ilie above simple hypotheses 
H Q  a n d  H  b y  c o m p o s i t e  o n e s  / / Q ' '  a n d  / /  w i t h  p r i o r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o v e r  H Q '  U  H  
conditionally uniform on HQ '  and H ,  and prior weights TTQ and "4 on HQ '  and 
Hrespectively. As to the form of the composite hypotheses. HQ '  and we 
find some precedent (see, for e.xample. Cox [11] and Meeker [22]) for turning to the 
odds ratio 6{pQ.p'j ') — and we take Has the composite hypothesis 
Q { p ( ^ . p j ' )  —  7  > 1. and H q '  as the composite hypothesis 0 [ p r ' . p T )  = 1 .  
Thus, in analogy to (2.6). we seek a rule 8* minimizing 
.Ui 
Y ,  b { d Q : M i . p Q ) h ( d Y : M i . p Y ) -
dQ=0 dj'=0 
{ 2 [  M 2 { d ( ^ . d r ) ] ^  +  } ]  
+ H H l > { d c :  M i . p c ) H d x -  '  
dQ=0 dj^=0 
{ ' ^ [ - ^ W c - d T l ] d  ^ ^ A [ P o \ { p ^ . . p j ) i ( ^ C - ' ^ T ) ] ^ ) ]  
V V 'nere. lor e.xainpic. "7^•'J prouaijiliiy 01 accepting l i  under 
5. for population parameters \p(^^-p'j '] and hrsl-siage uuLcoiiies also, for 
e.xample, j^[ u { d ^ ^ :  M - ^ .  pQ)h[ d -jp: My. i ) ^ )  1. i jicorporaling a r c  I t n g i ' i i  uiiTerential. 
equals 
/ 1 I o \ ;  n i \  
I  /  M  J  ^  R!.. 1  .  
( rl -.71 I \  
I  J o  i  1  •  1 ^ ( 7 - ! ; ; ,  ^ V  '  ^  +  _ i ) p ) 4  I  •  
I S  
and aL'Q[ b { d ( ^ :  M ^ .  p i - > ) b { d Y -  M \ - ] > ' f )  ]• computed from (2.7) with 7  = 1. equals 
^  h ( d Q :  M I .  p ) b ( d r p - .  ,  p )  d p .  
This composite formulation amounts, in Xeyman-Pcarson terms, to dealing with 
average error rates over i/g'  and H• respectively (Wald [.31]. p.SO), and to choosing, 
from among all possible decision rules 8. a rule <5* minimizing expected second-stage 
sample size averaged in the sense of the previous paragraph over all pairs {pQ~pj) 
in II(\ '  U // ./ .  subject to the restriction that the two uni'iorm error rate averages, 
respectively over //g' and H • not e.xceed predetermined levels. 
The details look as they do in section 2.2.2. cxcei^t for the following. The pos­
terior probability ~Q(C/) becomes 
-pauol M i . p ( - ^ ) b { d - p :  M - ^ . p f )  ] 
-Qaroi b { d Q : M Y . p Q ) b [ d j - .  M i . p j )  ]-f " b [ d Q :  M i . p ( > ) b { d j \  M i . p j )  ] 
.Also, the criterion (2.5) for second-stage critical region construction now has numer­
ator 
Co~o(ti)-
. y f , \7 / .7 y f \ 7 / ^ r / 1\ , y r / t\ \"!\ 
/  L ' l  I  I  \  I  s  ( / /  '  I L f i U -  I  •  .  I  ^  U  f  •  )  L / \  i L  )  s  I J /  '  \  I  .  j J  I  '  i  I  \  ^  ^  ^  ^  
^  \ v Q [ ' b ( d c : M i . p c ) H c l T ~ - ' ^ I l - P r )  ]  )  '  
and corresponding denominator 
q  r  4  f  b j d f ^ :  M l .  )  b  ( d - p :  M i . p j ) b [ D ( ' :  / p  ( ( / ) .  )  / )  ( D  j :  h  { d ) . ? ^ )  ]  
\  a v _ ^ [  b ( d Q :  j > ^ ' ) ( j [ d f :  M ^ .  \  J  
We note tliat the coniposite-liN'potliesis forniulaLKJii a^'oids the cancellation of 
control population likelihoods and tlnis restores tlic relevance of control population 
evidence. 
1 9  
As an eXfVnple. set M i  = 20. '  =  ' 2 .  ("Q-" -O ~ '.^-7) chosen 
such ~ (0.05. 0.20). 
The "continualion region" calling for taking a second sample of size Moid) > 0. 
is shown in Figure 2.3 and Moid) itself as a function of d is given in Table 2.-3. 
The observed second-stage critical regions for Moid) > 0 are essentially of form 
Dj' — DQ > c. 
.Actual achieved equal (0.01999. 0.19921) and a pa,ir of wrong-decision 
losses matched with these error rates is (4740.2152). .45.V^*equals 129.36 from 
/ o \ 
each population. A S S ^ 0  .  with 8  again constructed according to section 2.4, 
equals 137.75 from each population, with an improvement of 6.1 % at the second 
stage. 
2.3.2 Two-sided case 
The tv.-o-sided case differs from, the previous one only in that H  ^  now consists 
both of the point set Oip-^.p--)) = 7  of section 2.3.1 and the additional point set 
1 n\ 7M . r)r\ t = -f-. 
We limit ourselves here to indicating the typical shapes of first-stage continuation 
region and second-stage critical regions. 
The possible continuation region will be collections of grid points forming es­
sentially elliptical bands, bounded ])\- some two of the elliptical contours, as given 
ill i"igure 'ZA ior .Mi = 20 and '  = 2. a and J uetcrnune the relc\ 'aiit band (i.e..  
relevant pair of elliptical contours). 
Figure 2.5 and 2.6 shows the elliptical character of the ijossible second-stage 
acceptance and complementary rejection regions, given M-->{(1) = 40. Figure 2.6 
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Figure 2.3: •Coniinualion region" and ii}'pouieses for 
Table 2.3: Second-stage sample size — 20 
dc\(lr II 01 1 1 2  3 4 5 6 1 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 j  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 196 198 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 142 178 198 198 
17 0 0 0 0 (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 140 162 180 195 195 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 138 159 176 180 178 160 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 109 135 154 166 175 175 161 139 
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 132 149 160 166 166 160 142 113 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 125 145 155 162 162 156 145 126 89 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 101 124 143 151 157 158 154 145 128 104 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 123 136 147 155 156 151 143 130 110 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 123 136 147 155 156 151 143 130 110 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 101 123 135 146 155 155 148 143 130 112 88 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 124 136 147 155 155 147 143 132 113 91 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 125 137 148 155 155 146 143 132 112 91 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 110 129 144 151 154 154 147 143 132 112 98 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 136 150 153 155 154 148 143 132 112 98 66 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 138 152 164 164 159 152 142 126 112 98 66 0 0 0 0 0 0 
<1 0  0 0 148 164 167 166 165 153 142 129 113 91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 161 168 180 171 167 155 148 129 112 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 179 :i98 196 187 179 164 148 129 111 87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 176 206 206 199 188 168 149 128 102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 176 204 206 199 179 150 121 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 
illustrate the fact that, when d  shows some imbalance in fa\x;r oi the test population 
versus the control population (i.e..  d-j >  c / j  ). then values of D most strongly pointing 
to //Q are those that undo this imbalance (i.e..  Do < Dy). Figure 2.5 may be related 
to the fact that, when both sample proportions are near 0 or 1. there is no strong 
evidence for //Q even when the control and test positive counts are nearly the same: if 
so, the relatively weak evidence for /7q provided by a pair ol very small equal counts, 
such as (3.3). presumably is best bolstered b\'  second-stage e\ 'idence both essentially 
maintaining the equality and also bringing both total counts {d; + D^). i  = 1. 2 to 
intermediate range. 
2.4 Fair comparisons with optimal standard two-stage plans 
The Bayes/Neyman-Pearson correspondence underlying sections 2.2 and 2.3 es­
sentially applies as well to optimal non-flexible two-stage plans, i.e..  plans with pos­
itive second-stage sample size not depending on first-stage outcome. One aspect of 
identifying such plans is consideration of all partitions of t he set of possible first-stage 
The Xeyman-Pearson framework now calls for finding that, partition, together 
with the assigning of immediate acceptance of eitlier hypothesis or continuation to 
the three elements of the partitions, minimizing ASX averaged over both hypotheses, 
subject to error rate restrictions of both kinds. 
For the Bayes framework, for example for the formulation of section 2.2. involving 
unit sam.pling cost and wrong-decision losses CQ and C,^. on.c considers the posterior 
23 
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Figure 2.5: Second-stage critical regions .4 for M o ( d )  —  40 for d  =  (3.3) 
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probability of HQ 
,  c\ ~0 H,-/^ s" -^-^1 • . ' '0  ^  
"  - 0 U e S - " i •  ' ' 0)  +  ' ^ A E , , e 5 H ' l : M i - P A ) •  
conditionally on the element 5 of a partition. Each of the three elements 5 of a 
partition thereby is assigned an optimal decision; to accept either hypothesis, or to 
continue sampling (in which case 5 is denoted by T) with additional sample size 
^/•^(T^) and critical region based on the criterion with riiunerator 
V Ec/c7'n«i:-wi-P0) / 
i  he Bayes non-flexible two-stage plan minimizing expected risk is found by searching 
over all partitions. We note that, for either framework, likelihood ratio monotonicity 
allows limiting the search over partitions to just the usual ordered intervals. 
The resulting Bayes procedure has well-defined error rates [a^, 3-^). and is. again, 
optim.al for {a^,3^). in the sense of minimizing average .A.S1N' over all labeled par­
titions, with error rates restricted to be no greater than {A'^.3^). As CQ and 
are varied, one thus generates a collection of efficient non-flexible two-stage plans 
6. together with their error rates (a^.3^). Typically, because of discreteness, no 
member of the above collection of error rates fo-.i-l will coincide with iac:k. 3c^). d "  d '  ^  d  •  d  '  
We therefore have gone, in a manner entirely analogous to the usual randomization 
over two procedures when only Q is targeted in the discrete case, to randomization 
over three plans S. witli the three error rate vectors (Q J. JJ) ail near (Q^;*, ) and 
the thrc6 r?,ndorniz?vt!on weights chosen so thst the r?.ndoni!z?^t!on expecta.t!on of 
(a^.;3^) equals (a^*. 
The three plans <5. together with their randomization weights, are determined as 
( 1 \ ( /^' - . ^ TZ-N*' R] RTR T>~> I T-« T 1 > /-> 
 ^  ^  ^ V -^I- •  ^ W. Cw. ^  
point nearest (in the sense of Euclidean distance) to 3 ^ ^ ) .  ( i i )  Except 
for degenerate situations it.",. ,  when (ox*. lies in the convex hull of two of these 
four points), (a^-*. J^^:) will in fact lie in the convex hull of exactly two of the four 
possible triples that can be formed from the four points in question, corresponding to 
two possible experimentwise randomizations over three optimal non-flexible two-stage 
plans, each of the two randomization expectations of (a^.i--) equaling (a^*./i^*). 
[iii) Of these two possible experinientwise randomizations, the one with the smaller 
randomization expectation of is chosen as representing the comparable op-
6 
timal non-flexible plan 
For the example in section 2.2.2, S*  yields (Q^-*,i^*)= (0.04949,0.19821). The 
four optimal non-flexible plans 6. call them .A, B, C and D. all turn out to have 
the sam.e continuation region T as does 6*. with second-stage sam.ple size MO and 
critical values ko as given in Table 2.4. Table 2.4 also shows the two possible three-
plan randomizations mentioned in (ii).  and. in accordance with {iii).  identifies 6^ as 
the experimentwise randomization over .ABC. 
T7-. _ 4. _ R. . 1 • R .  •  1 ,  •  . 1 7  . 1  1  ,  •  ^  L K J L  LllC lUl IllUlrtl.KJll Ul SrCliOll 11 [Ol I \7i l(^( 1 1)\ '  l l ir I)()\ 'e-111(^111, U )I! e'C 1 (H;!!!-
cidence of continuation regions we ha\"e taken the flexible continuation region as 
a,ppiying to the non-flexible case. Regarding the construction of critical regions, we 
observed and used monotonicity in Do of the conditional likelihood ratio with nu­
merator 
I  OI - 'OI  ^ {D(^ .DRP)ET  • ' ' ^2 -PC^^ ' ^^T '  " ' 2 -PR)  J \  
\  ^ { d Q  . d r )ET  - ' 'H  -  PTI  I J  
^.nd correspond 1 nd^normr.P.tor 
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1  
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
In this dissertation, we construct opiima! "flexible" two-stage plans. "Flexible" 
means that the first-stage outcomes not only determine whether to accept the null 
or alternative hypothesis, or whether to proceed to the second stage, but also, in 
the latter case, determine second-stage sample sizes and critical values that depend 
on first-stage outcome. "Qptimal" is meant in the sense that a suitable measure of 
sampling effort is minimized with respect to all flexible plans, subject to suitable 
constraints. 
Determining or adjusting second-stage sample size and critical region based on 
first-stage outcome constitutes an extension of classical double sampling plans as 
originally proposed (Dodge and Romig [13]) and subsequently developed (Hald [16]) 
and Spurrier and Hewett [26]). The idea in a sense dates back to Stein s [27] seminal 
paper and its descendants, tliroush. tb.e adaptive utilization of nrst-staire information. A i  O 1 O 
as detailed below, iocuses on the parameter(/i) of interest, rather than on a nuisance 
parameter(cr) as in Stein's. Such focus on the parameter of interest is particularly 
reminiscent of the approach to sequential estimation indicated by Birnbaum and 
Keaiy [3j^ and also of ^*Iiller and Freund s [23] more recent [proposal of an ad hoc 
method for determining the second-stage sample size in binomial estimation problems. 
The literature on optimiizcd two-stage plans deals oiily Vv' i th "non-ucxible" plans; 
2 
plans, in other words, that call for first-stage decision or for a second stage with 
fixed sample size and critical region. Colton and McPherson [9] focus on first-stage 
rejection. They minimize alternative-hypothesis e.xpected sample size with respect to 
first- and second-stage sample sizes and critical values, under fixed error rates of both 
kinds. Thall et al. [2S]. on the other hand, focus instead on first-stage acceptance 
and minimize the average of the expected sample sizes at the null and alternative 
hypotheses. Thall et al. [—9]. [30] treat niultij^le testing in similar fa.shion. 
There have also been Bayesian approaches to two-stage plans: for example. Berry 
[2] reformulates McPherson's [21] approach in Bayesian terms, by also assuming a 
maximum total sample size and equal stage sample sizes, but allowing for the possi­
bility of early termination in accordance with a certain Bayesian stopping rule. Cohen 
and Sackrowitz [7], [S] derive optimal Bayes procedures for determining the second-
stage sample size in exponentia,! family estimation, with special attention devoted to 
the binomial case. 
In the group-sequential (Pocock [25]. O'Brien and Fleming [24]) framework. 
\TrPhprson 1 v^nnnc; n"ipac:iirr"; of innliiitr plTrirt witli rp^nprr tn tnr> L J-  ^
number of "equally spaced" interim analyses, under a repeatcd-significance-test con­
vention for assigning interim critical values, and fixed overall error rates of both 
kinds. Jennison [IT] and Eales and .lennison [15]. on the other hand, fix the number 
of interim analyses but optimize over the corresponding interim critical values. In 
t 'n.,  AT... rioi i.  
ratio tests called "vanable-sam-ple-size probabiiit\ '  ra,tio tests ! \  PRis) ". i 'his latter 
work is related to the "sequential design of experiments" initiated by Chernotf 16] 
ysee also Bra^cli and I\aiim [oj. and »\ l iittlc [3—j and Bor^^'ani\Cr. Oavid and Ingvv'cll 
3  
W).  
Motivated by the above considerations and developments, we have considered 
certain two-stage plans through two distinct optimization formulations. While our 
"flexible" formulations in both cases would appear to call for a multi-dimensional 
optimization, these turn out to be "separable" into a family of simple two-dimensional 
optimizations, each corresponding to a first-stage outcome in the continuation region. 
The first formulation, in Chapter 2. c' lddrcssing the case of one treatment both 
with and without a control, is distinguished by possessing a Neyman-Pearson as 
well as Bayes interpretation, reminiscent of the dual interpretation of the SPRT as 
optimal in both a Bayes and .X'eyman-Pearson sense (Lehmaim [20]. p.104). The 
.\ 'eyma,n-Pearson interpretation is that average expected sample size is being mini­
mized. subject just to the two overall error rates Q and 3. respectively of first and 
second kind. The Bayes interpretation is that Bayes risk, involving both sampling 
cost and wrong decision losses, is being minimized. With CQ the cost of wrongly 
abandoning null hypothesis, and C ^  the cost of wrongly staying with it.  one use-
(Cp,. c 
other. 
The second formuiation. reminiscent of tiie group-sequential point of view, in-
volves given first- and second-stage error rates of first and second kind (four such 
given error rates in all), with objective function equal to average (over the hypothe-
iscs) cxpcctccl sriTTiplo siZv". ) l iis i5 tile forn'iLiintiOii ii! ciinpter 3, v\ 'iiere tne sin^lr-
trea,tment c^ise. with and witliout control, is considered. We choose to analyze tliis 
group-sequential formulation by means of tlie arcstut transformation [14] to normal­
ity Oi tlic Ijiiiomicil distributiori. lliis allows iranslating the Ijinomial problem to one 
1 
•  t  
of testing the drift parameter of a standard Wiener process [ISi. This brings to the 
analysis the simplifications and economies of location and scale equivariance. 
The flexible plans provide an alternative to informal sample size adjustment fol­
lowing an interim analysis, as is sometimes done, for example, in the pharmaceutical 
industry, in the case of drugs already on the market being explored for new indi­
cations; equally, they in effect incorporate an initial (pilot) study into an over-all 
expenm.ental plan, both when tlie pilot stud}' is alrea.ch' done and when a pilot stage 
is to be incorporated into a planned-for two-stage study. 
Comparisons are made with optimal non-flexible plans, which leads to conclusion 
that flexible plans reduce expected sample size in both formulations. 
o  
CHAPTER 2. BAYES AND NEYMAN-PEARSON ASPECTS 
2.1 Introduction 
Our initial motivation related to this chapter was to develop procedures in a 
N e y m a n - P e a r s o n  f r a m e w o r k ,  w h i c h  w i l l  [ a ]  c o n t r o l  e r r o r s  o f  b o t h  k i n d s  a n d  ( b )  
decrease average sampling number (ASX) by allowing second-stage sa.mpie size to 
depend on first-stage outcome. 
.A lS work progressed on our original Neyman-Pearson optimization formulation, 
we observed that the plans we were developing from an essentially Xeyman-Pearson 
perspective had also a Baycsian interpretation, much in the way that the sequen­
tial probability ratio test simultaneously is optimal in both a Xeyman-Pearson and 
^ f "-ir-l*-* »-s 1(^1 \ I—\ •-»-> -r-l 
 ^ , ..V. X . > v. V 
Pearson .ASX optimization under fixed g l o h a l  error rates in fact is implemented by 
certain second-stage Bayes solutions. In other words, the plans are optimal simul­
taneously in both a Bayes and a Xeyman-Pearson sense; the former because they 
are Bayes in a class F of flexible plans; the latter because the\ '  minimize a suitable 
measure of sampling effort with respect to ail members of f  satisfying certain error 
ra,te restrictions of first and sccond kind. 
Section 2.2 t.reats the anan'sis }'ie!ding optim.al flexible plans in the ca.se of a 
single population where this optimization is seen to liave simultaneously a Bayesian 
6 
and Xeyman-Pearson character, due to the avaihihilily CJI the Lagrangian approach 
to solving constrained optimization problems. Bayesiau wrong-decision losses arc 
thereby put into correspondence with Xeyman-Pearsoii wrong-decision error rates. 
Section 2.2.2 compares a particular optimal flexible with the corresponding optimal 
non-flexible two-stage plan. Section 2.4 describes a certain experimentwise random­
ization useful for this comparison. 
Section 2.3 discusses extension of the ideas to th.e case of two populations, and 
Section 2.5 contains concluding remarks. 
2.2 The Neyman-Pearson/Bayes connection 
2.2.1 Lagrangian solutions of constrained optimization problems 
Consider an arbitrary domain A with elements S .  and three 'unctions f { S ) .  y Q ( S )  
and gi{S) defined on A. Suppose that we wish to find an optimum element of A. in 
t h e  s e n s e  o f  m i n i m i z i n g  f { 6 ) .  s u b j e c t  t o  t h e  r e s t r i c t i o n s  f j Q { 6 )  <  A  a n d  g ]  ( 6 )  <  B  .  
If there is a 6* in A. and also two non-negalive numbers Aq and A^. such that 
^/0(<5*) = .4. 
g i { S * )  =  B  (2.1) 
cind 
< l{S). 6 G A (2.2) 
where 
[  i  ^ ' \  ^  -i-  \  n I A  ^ — \  t /-M i  A  "l  
then S* is optimal in the above sense. 
This assertion is verified as follows; Suppose satisfied (2.1) and (2.2), and 
/ 
were not optimal: in other words, sujjpose there were a in A with 
(2.3) 
and also 
5l(/) <  B .  (2.4) 
Then we would have 
LI^ ' )  =  F{S ' )  +  XQ{GQ{6] -A)  +  XI{G^{8 ' ) -B)  +  \QA +  XIB  
^ ) + AQ .4 -i- A J 5 
< F I 6 * )  +  X Q A ^ X I B  
= /(^*) + Ao5O(<5*) + AI5I(6*) 
=  L { 6 * ] .  
where the middle tliree signs would be due respectively lo (2.4). (2.3) and (2.1). and 
where the implied inequality 
L I / )  <  U S ' " ) .  
would contradict (2.2) .  
o o o nn i->o 'oc /OT'**»"*^— Ckj- in v-ziis^-ocim^iC c-cioc. 
Consider an e.xperimenter in possession of d positi\(>s out of an initial sample of 
size -l/i from a Bernoulli oonuiation. for which iiie (^\ 'n(M'iineiiter is wiiline' to assume 
8  
that p  equals eilher pQ or p > /)Q.  Suppose as well that t he experimenter is willing 
to restrict his/her further options either to sampling no more [Moid) — 0), with 
an immediate decision whether p = /)Q or P .  or to conducting one further single 
sampling plan [Mo{d) > 0): and that the experimenter intends to choose from among 
these options in Bayesian terms, involving, among other things, two cost ratios; the 
ratio Cg (respectively, of the cost of wrongly deciding that p ^ (respectively, pQ) 
holds, to the unit cost of sampling. 
With prior -Q (0 < -Q < 1) on /)Q.  the posterior probability PO 
- o K d :  M\.P(]) 
- Q b { d \  M i - p q )  +  - y ^ b { d :  M i . p . \ )  
where b { - )  denotes binomial probability, and correspondingly for = 1 — TTQ, 
and ~ ^{d) = 1 — 
The experimenter's single sampling Bayes plan S " ^ ' { d )  at d  is the (possibly de­
generate) single sampling plan S{d) minimizing 
R i d )  =  M o i d )  ~  C o ^ Q i d ) P _ ^ ^ Q ( d )  +  C 4 : r _ 4 ( J ) P Q |  
where / '4jQ(c/) (respectively. Pq| 4((/)) denotes the probability, under S { d ) .  of ac­
cepting (respectively, pg) when p = pg (respecti\-eiy. Here. / '4jg((i) and 
PQl^^id) are based, respectively, on the binomial probabilities h{ D: Mo(d).pQ) and 
b [ D :  M o i d ) .  p  ^ < ^ )  o f  t h e  s e c o n d - s t a g e  n u m b e r  o f  " p o s i t i v e s " .  D .  D  —  0 .  1 . 2  M o ( d ) .  
C* / , J ^  ,1 1-.. r: ... r- * r / n . ? • • • • o/ m [ U I  MClivcvi IJV iiiiL c i l .  ! ! / ' )  rllKl 
critical regions, follov.-ed by miiiimizing over m o .  t i o  = 0. 1. 2 For m o  = 0. 
minimizing R { d )  amounts to accepting J^Q (respeclivelv. p j) if is greater 
(respectively, less) than 1. For / / t o  >  0. in v i e w  cn the extondeu .\eyman-Pearson 
9  
Lemma .  the Bayes plan amounts to accepting p Q  (respectively, p  j ^ )  if the criterion 
C Q ~ o  ( d ) b {  D :  m o .  / ) n )  , ,  . ,  
is greater (respectively, less) than 1. yielding a straightforward one-sided plan, by 
likelihood ratio monotonicity. 
8* = (5'^(0), 5*(1), • • • .S*[Mi)) has the following interpretations. 
(i) .A .S indicated in the preceding discussion, S " ^ { d )  is the single sampling proce­
dure that a "one-stage" Bayesian will follow who. having ol)tained d initial positives, 
u s e s  p r i o r  [ - Q { d ] . -  ^ { d ) )  o n  i p Q - ] ) . \ ) -
( i i )  Consider a "two-stage" Bayesian about to take, rather than already in pos­
session of. an initial sample of size My. possibly to be followed by a second-stage single 
sampling plan, who uses prior (-Q.  on (PQ. P,|). Suppose thai this Bayesian has. 
as his options, vectors S = (5(0). S'(l).  • • • .  S{d]. • • • .5(.l/]^)). where each S{d] is an 
arbitrary second-stage single sampling plan. 6* minimizes the Bayes risk R^, for such 
a Bayesian, where 
i f .  I 
d = 0  
M l  
I _ f-/ .7. 1 f .  \ rr w / m . '  n  / i 1 
~ " 4 ''y'- '- - 'n-1' ' \i  \[ -"-I '"lid ~ •u'01 4'^"'J s-f • 
d = o  '  
Here, the dependence of on S  comes from the fact that M o i d ) .  Pjjg(f/) and 
J1 circ clctcrminccl bv cincl l icncc i>\'d. 
i i i i )  A  third interpretation of S *  is seen h\ '  writing (2.Gi as 
.Ui .1/, I .  I 
o . _ ij ,1. ^ r, r 1 f. / JM _ I _ ij i r „ \r A R_ / jm . 
0 w / V ^ 1 '  vj '  I. — ^ '  J C . 'l / ^ • i  '  -T. '  I- ^ 
a'=0 d = 0  
10 
"qC'O L 
d = 0  '  '  
C '^ "  ^ t / 7 y r ^ro /•J\T 
d = 0  
= ASN^^~^  + "O^'O ^ ".4^.4 
where .45jV^^""^ denotes the weighted average (over pQ and p  of the expected 
s e c o n d - s t a g e  s a m p l e  s i z e  u n d e r  p Q  a n d  u n d e r  p  
Applying now the Lagrangian argument in Section 2.2.1. with = gQ{8). .3^ 
— n^ fA'l 4 S' ' \  =  (I  ~r \ ( ' r \  — An ^ind A = Ai \vp SPe that <*1* minimiyp'; 
-• i  ^ ' '  '  0 J u " u u .-1/1 i " " 
.45.V^^"^. among all plans 8 with error of the first (respectively, second) kind no 
greater than the error of the first (respectively, second) kind of 6*. 
Interpretation ( i i i )  provides the Neyman-Pearson connection, with the Bayesian 
economic parameterization [CQ.C ^ ) replaced by the N'eyman-Pearson parameteriza­
tion and the Bayes plan 6* re-interpreted as efficient in a Neyman-Pearson 
sense. It may be of interest to note here that there are other statistical applications 
ot the sorts ot Lagrangian iacts expositcci in boction 2.2.1. i 'or cxamiple. Look and 
W ti rr [ 1 nl \ -.:i 1 1 11 p. Ti p K • 1 1 > S K 1 i r\ -i 1 uril > i-p i / - \ \ i i-c i ."ii i  ^ f i ?•> 0 0 1 > t i 
» • Cvi 1 ^   ^ X «_» J AX Ci- • N— O V. X Ci- 1 i. VA-i » I. 1 V- y CvO 1^'' CV/ j Wi. IIX 
*" i  r-i 
We have worked out 8"^ for a particular example, in large part in order to clieck 
the validity of our original objective of decreasing .4.S'.V of non-flexible two-stage 
pians through introduction oi a flexible second stage, i ' lius we have examined the 
operating cliaracieristic \  GC) and .45-V functions of alongside those of a certain 
compa^r?i.ble optimal non-Hexiblc t\vo-stagc plan 8^^ '^vitii same first-stage sample size. 
11  
III  point  of  fact ,  to insure the same error  rates for  and 5* in this  discrete si tuat ion.  
is a certain mixture of tliree optimal non-flexible two-stage plans, as detailed in 
Section 2.4. 
One further point should be made, if only with regard to computation: The 
Lagrangian form.ulation in (2.1) and (2.2) presupposes that a and 3 are to be specified 
first,  followed by finding appropriate AQ and Ai along with ^*. a state of affairs well 
portrayed by the notion 
AO(Q. ,J). AJ(A. J). 6*{A. J). 
But. the reverse computation, indicated by the notion 
(5*(AO.A^), Q(AQ,A^). i ( A Q , A J ) .  
actually is the natural one. flere one starts out l)y fixing A Q  and A J .  followed by 
solving for all the second-stage Bayes plans, with wrong-decision losses AQ and A]^. 
corresponding to all possible first-stage outcomes d. followed in turn by computing 
11,^ J ] J  n »l „ / \  \  ^ „ ,l \ _ \  \ 
c i iv , .  v_/i i iiOL ciiiva ivi v.cm cm ciiv v-'vv.i" 
all procedure, call it  (5(AQ.AJ ). made up of all of these second-stage Bayes plans. The 
plan 6(AQ.A^ ) is then the optimal plan corresponding to the error rate restrictions 
</i(<^') < -.nAn-Ai). 
io  n^.cct spcci f icd (q.;3) objcct i \ 'cs.  one iiiust itcr?.tc t!ic rc\ 'cr£(- coi 'P .put?, t io i i  t i i i  
pa i r  (An.Ai)  is  found such that  o iAn.Ai  i  and 3{X(\.X] ) are sat is factor ih '  c lose to o K j  1 .  '  ' v y i '  ' U i '  
and 3 .  
12  
W'e illustrate the idea by following example: .\/ |  = 20. ( ttq.  rr ) = ( ^ , 7 ) .  (pg. 
n 1 ] - (0.15. 0.30^ and iCc^.C < "i is chosen such {o c* .3 i*.) ~ (0.05. 0.20). The relation 
'  -'1' • '  • o .-1' 0 ('  • • 
between Bayes wrong-decision losses and Ncyman-Pearson error rates is illustrated 
in Table 2.1. Note here that (respectively. 3^) is seen relatively more sensitive 
to changes of CQ (respectively. C^) than to changes of (respectively. CQ) a,nd 
the matching of wrong-decision losses (CQ-C.^) with error rates (a^,;^^) is in fact 
manv-to-one because of discreteness. The forin of 6 is as given in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.1: Relation between Bayes losses and .N'eyman-Pcarson error rates 
c. ^(5 •^6 .45A'^ 
1100 460 0.04949 0.19821 39.39920 
1100 480 0.05019 0.18895 40.29906 
1100 500 0.05019 0.18895 40.29906 
1120 460 0.04812 0.19610 40.02428 
1120 480 0.04930 0.19199 40.18055 
1120 500 0.05019 0.18895 40.29906 
1140 460 n n 1 w.vJ-t 1 u J 0.19985 39.88343 
1140 48U N ^ (i-^n u. -1J u 0.19199 40.18055 
1140 500 0.04863 0.18870 40.77308 
and OC functions for a-d S'"e "';\'E^ ip FKVIM-P and Firriirp 2.3. 
.-\ctual achieved error rates are (q^-*. 3^* ) = (0.01949. 0.19S21) and a pair of wrong-
dec i s ion  los ses  ma tched  wi th  t hese  e r ro r  r a t e s  i s  (  1110 .456) .  The  OC func t ions  o f  6"^  
and 6^ essentially coincide (two GC functions disagree i^y at most 0.002). while the 
.•1'!^'.^ function 01  <5 IS seen to be uuiiorml}' suijerior to that <5'' ' ' .  with second-stage 
improvement ot S.4 /{ at ^ !-/ ^ = 0.225 and near zero for extreme p since th.e 
1 3  
Table 2.2: The plan 
d  .1/91//) D f - c i s i o j i  
0 0 \ « 
1 Q ••1 
2 0 A Q  
3 0 A o  
4 43 [11.43]^ 
5 53 [12.53] 
6 44 I9.44]'  
7 0 
1 '^ \ '  * A  
19 0 A . ,  
20 k./ • ^ .4 
".Accept 7)Q 
^Critical region for second sample 
^ . A c c e n t  v  \  1 i - I  
14 
Figure 2.1; .ASN functions of 6* and 6^ 
15 
Figure 2.2: OC functions of (5* and 6^ 
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second-stage is seldom reached for such /; .  
2.3 Extension to two-sample case 
2.3.1 One-sided case 
A natural extension of our formulation is to the case of a control and a treatment 
population, with :  P c o n t r u i  =  P C  = '"0- P i r e a i m e n i  =  P T  =  P A  >  P Q  
HQ : PQ = PY = pg. We imagine having (IQ (respectively, cfp) positives from 
the control (respectively, treatment) population, out of an initial sample of size . \ / j .  
•Analogously to the development in the previous section, we consider decision rules 
6. whose role is to specify how is to determine the second-stage of 
sam.pling. Speci.fi .cally, 6  is to specify the values of d  which are to call  for no additional 
sampling {M--){d) = 0). and those values of d for which ai;  additional sample of 
size Moid) > 0 is to be taken from each popuiation. In the former case (namely. 
Mo{d) = 0). 6 specifies in addition whether //g or / / .^ is to be accepted. In the 
1..  y  r  /  7 \  ^  r \ \  c  -  r  • i t .* r .  c  c ^  . . . . .  lo-tLCi i-asc wiaiiiciv. .v/oui) ^ c ill  ui i u iic 
outcome d .  the numbers [ D ( ^ .  D ^ p ]  = D of second-stage "positives" that are to lead to 
a c c e p t a n c e  o f  H  ( i . e . .  t h e  c r i t i c a l  r e g i o n  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  d ) .  T h u s ,  a  d e c i s i o n  r u l e  S  
specifies, for every possible first-stage outcome, a second- stage (possibly zero) sample 
size -Mo[d) and second-stage (possibly degenerate) critical region for the second-stage 
o VIL c  o m c s ly. 
However, the Ba\ 'esian solution resnonds to the fact that tiie a.bo\ 'e / /n and 
// .J do not differ with respect to tlie conirol jioi^ulat ion. b}' ignoring all  control 
population evidence. One possible Bayesian way .  wiiicii  we adopt,  to restore the 
relevance of control population evidence is to replace the above simple hypotheses 
H Q  a n d  H  b y  c o m p o s i t e  o n e s  / / Q '  a n d  I I .  w i t h  p r i o r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o v e r  H Q '  U  H  
conditionally uniform on HQ '  and and prior weights -Q and TT ^ on HQ' and 
H , ^ ' ,  respectively. As to the form of the composite hypotheses. H Q '  and H .  we 
find some precedent (see. for example. Cox [11] and Meeker [22]) for turning to the 
odds ratio 0{pQ-,pj ')  = ^take Has the composite hypothesis 
^{pC'P t) — 7 > "q '  3-S the composite hypothesis 0{p(^.pf) = 1. 
Thus, in analogy to (2.6).  we seek a rule 8* minimizing 
.Ul 
=  -oauo[ ^  Y .  H { D Q : M I . P ^ ^ ) B { D J : M ^ . P - P ) -
D Q = Q  D J ^ = 0  
{ 2 [ M 2 { D C . D T ] ] S  ^ }] 
.Ul .Ui 
D Q = 0  (iT"=0 
[ 2 1  M 2 L D C . D T ) ] ]  +  C , L [ F O I ( , , C . ; . J - ) ' ' ' C - - < ' R ) L J ) L  
r,-x«  ^^  ^  ^-V1 r 713 I  4  '  \ "I •  . '  .  • r  r  ^ „  I i \-/i  v^XaiiipiC. " inc proofioiliIy 01 cicccpiing i i  ^  uncior 
example, b y d ^ ' ' ,  . n  p ^ ' j ! > { d ' j ' ' ,  . M  i J - j ' j  ].  uicurporatnig ( w c  I t n o i i i  diiierentiai.  
equals 
/ 1 I 0 \ I  F I -  \  7- \ \  I  M J : ^/7i I .  / o 71 
VO V • ( l+(;-l)p)^^^'7 
i  .  .  .  .  .  ' V  \  .  \ 
b [ d c :  1.  iviSldj:  1. , )  \ j  i  + ' ' p  j  • 
IS 
and (L V Q I  .UJ . . U j . / JJ-) ] ,  computed from (2.7) with -• = 1. equals 
^ /;( (Iq : M l .  p )  b {  d j :  M i .  p )  d p .  
This composite formulation amounts, in Xeyman-Pearson terms, to dealing with 
average error rates over / /q'  and H .  respectively (Wald [31]. p.SO), and to choosing, 
from among all possible decision rules 6. a rule 8* minimizing expected second-stage 
sample size averaged in the sense of the previous paragraph over all  pairs (pQ.pj ')  
in / /Q '  U / / , / .  subject to the restriction that the two uniiorm error rate averages, 
respectively over HQ and H .  not exceed predetermined levels.  
The details look as they do in section "2.2.2. e.xcept for the following. The pos­
terior probability ~g((/) becomes 
-pauol B { D ( - ' :  M I . P F ) B ( D J :  M I . P F )  ]  
- Q a v Q [  b { d ( ^ - . M i . p Q ) b [ d j ^ : M i . p j )  ] - f  7 r _ 4 a i -  4 [  b ( d ( - \  M i . p Q ) h { d j :  M i . p j )  ]  
•Also, the criterion (2.5) for second-stage critical region construction now has numer­
ator 
C ^ - { ^ [ D Y  
\ 7  /  J  .  ^  r  \  7  /  r \  i f / M  \  r  /  r \  .  y  r  /  7 \  \ i \  / VT- 11 •, -M I , I • ^ .ID ^ S Y I • JUYJ^ / '. .M') \ (I J ^ I •. . W - M U '. Y I ' } J 
I  a t ' o i  b { d Q - .  M i . p Q ) b { d j \  M l .  p j )  ]  
and corresponding denominator 
/  h[d(^':  Mi.p(-^)b{dj^' .  Mi.p"p)b[D(^'^' .  M-){d].pf '  ]b {D ' f ' .  M-'){d.).p'Y) 1 
\  a v j i ^ s ^ b [ d r : M i . p Q ) b [ d j \ M i . p j ) \  J  
We note tiiat t l ie coiTiposite-h\"i!)othesis fornmici ' iuju a\ 'oids the cancellation tjf 
control population likelihoods and tlius n\storcs l!;c rclevancc of control population 
evidence. 
j  (2.S) 
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As an example, set M I  — 20. -  = 2. (-g.-.^) = with ( C Q , C  chosen 
such (a^*,pp) % (0.05.0.20). 
The "continuation region" calling for taking a second sample of size Moid) > 0. 
is shown in Figure 2.3 and Moid) i tself as a function of d is given in Table 2.3. 
The observed second-stage critical regions for Moid) > 0 are essentially of form 
— DQ > c. 
.Actual achieved ecjual (0.04999. 0.19924) and a pair of wrong-decision 
losses matched with these error rates is (4740.2152). equals 129.36 from* 
each population. .45.N'^o• with 8" again constructed according to section 2.4. 
equals 137.75 from each population, with an improvement of 6.1 % at the second 
stage. 
2.3.2 Two-sided case 
The two-sided case differs from the previous one only in that H  ^  now consists 
both of the point set O i p i . p o )  = " of section 2.3.1 a n d  the additional point set 
/i/_ „ \ _ 1 U  \  U \ .  U-> I — — .  
We limit ourselves here to indicating the typical shapes of first-stage continuation 
region and second-stage critical regions. 
The possible continuation region will  be collections of grid points forming es­
sentially elliptical bands, bounded b\ '  some two of the elliptical contours, as given 
iW. I lor ~ ctiici w. CL ciCoCiiTiinc l i ic Ocinci 
relevant pair of elliptical contours).  
Figure 2.5 and 2.6 shows the elliptical character of the j^ossible second-stage 
acceptance and complementary rejection regions, given Mo{d) = 40. Figure 2.6 
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Figure 2.3: Continuation region " and h}'potiu>ses for d* 
Table Second-stage sample size — 20 
( l c \ ( h  0 l '  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r 19 0]  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 196 198 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 142 178 198 198 
v f  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 140 162 180 195 195 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 138 159 176 180 178 160 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 109 135 154 166 175 175 161 139 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 132 149 160 166 166 160 142 113 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 125 145 155 162 162 156 145 126 89 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 101 124 143 151 157 158 154 145 128 104 0 
11 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 123 136 147 155 156 151 143 130 110 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 123 136 147 155 156 151 143 130 110 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 101 123 135 146 155 155 148 143 130 112 88 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 124 136 147 155 155 147 143 132 113 91 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 125 137 148 155 155 146 143 132 112 91 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 110 129 144 151 154 154 147 143 132 112 98 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 136 150 153 155 154 148 143 132 112 98 66 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 138 152 164 164 159 152 142 126 112 98 66 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 148 164 167 166 165 153 142 129 113 91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 161 168 180 171 167 155 148 129 112 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 179 198 196 187 179 164 148 129 111 87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 176 206 206 199 188 168 149 128 102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 176 204 .^',06 199 179 121 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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i l lustrate the fact that,  when d  shows some imbalance in favor of the test population 
versus the control population (i.e. .  u'o > d^).  then values of D most strongly pointing 
to /-/Q are those that undo this imbalance (i .e. .  Do < ). Figure 2.5 may be related 
to the fact that,  when both sample proportions are near 0 or 1. there is no strong 
evidence for HQ even when the control and test positive counts are nearly the same: if 
so. the relatively weak evidence for / /Q pro\"ided b\ '  a pair oi \ 'ery small equal counts, 
such as (3.3).  presumably is best bolstered b\ '  second-stage e\ ' idence both essentially 
maintaining the equalit\ '  and also bringing both total counts + Dj).  i  — 1. 2 to 
intermediate range. 
2.4 Fair comparisons with optimal standard two-stage plans 
The Bayes/N'eyman-Pearson correspondence underlying sections 2.2 and 2.3 es­
sentially applies as well to optimal non-flexible two-stage plans, i .e. .  plans with pos­
itive second-stage sam.ple size not depending on first-stage outcome. One aspect of 
identifying such plans is consideration of all  partitions of the set of possible first-stage 
The .\eyman-Pearson framework now calls for findinii  that partition, together 
with the assigning of immediate acceptance of either hypothesis or continuation to 
the three elements of the partitions, minimizing .45'.V averaged over both hypotheses, 
subject to error rate restrictions of both kinds. 
For the Bayes framework, for example for the formulation of section 2.2. involving 
unit sampling cost and wrong-decision losses CQ and C.j.  one considers the posterior 
•23 
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h igure '2.-1: Typica! continuation points and • 'Continuation region" 
boundary contours for .1/ i  = 20 
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Figure 2.5; Secoiid-sLage criiical regions .4 for M o i d )  = 40 for d  = (3.3) 
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d=(10 , l5)  
r  igure 2.6:  Second-stage critical regions .4 Tor M o i d )  = -!0 for d  =  (10. 15) 
26 
probability of / /Q 
conditionally on the element 5 of a partition. Each of the three elements 5" of a 
partition thereby is assigned an optimal decision: to accept either hypothesis,  or to 
continue sampling (in which case 5 is denoted by T) with additional sample size 
MO{T) and critical region based on the criterion with numerator 
The Ba n  o n  -  f l  ( = » v i  n l ^  t  f  a  r ^ I a n  I> t  i  n  i  m  i ' 7 1  r t  r t '  o r !  1 5  ^ C U ^ d  
over all  partitions. We note that,  for cither framework, likelihood ratio monotonicity 
allows limiting the search over partitions to just the usual ordered intervals.  
The resulting Bayes procedure has well-defined error rates (Q^. 3^), and is.  again, 
optimal for {a^, 3^). in the sense of minimizing average .ASN over all  labeled par­
tit ions. with error rates restricted to be no greater than (o^. 5^). .As CQ and C4 
are varied, one thus generates a collection of efficient non-fle.xible two-stage plans 
d .  together with their error rates (Q?. J--),  i 'voicallv. bccausc of discreteness, no 
C  C  '  ~  
11 ^ ^^  ^  r ^ \ . . .  111 .  NI. ,  I 1 . , .  ^ •  1,  /  \  l icCLiOii Oi error ITI^cs ^ Q^^ win coiiicicic iLi i  G^ j .  i ^ C I T i O C r  o f  1 / I i C  c l O O ' v C  
Wc t-hcrcfoic Hti 'vC ^onc. in cv iTia.nnci cijt i icl\  r;nriioi^Ouc> to tlic iis 'LirLl rrtriClorTii2!a^t.iOii 
over tWo proccGures ^viicii  oiil\ '  o is tHriiclo^ci i i i  t , i ic cuscrclo c<isc. lo rH.iicloiiiiZa.tiOii 
over three plans S, witli  the three error rate vectors (o^-. J-0 all  nea,r and 
the three randomization weights chosen so that the randomization expectation of 
(a^. 3^] equals (Q^*. J^*). 
The three plans S .  together with iheir randomization weights,  are determined as 
follows: (z) \ \  it i i  (ci^*. as origin, for each of t l ie lour ciuadranls determine the 
point {a^. 3^) nearest (in the sense of Euclidean distance) to (q^*. (?'z) Except 
for degenerate situations (e.g..  when (a,i;* .  ) l ies in the convex hull of two of these 
four points).  (a^*. .i^*) will  in fact lie in the convex hull of exactly two of the four 
possible triples that can be formed from the four points in question, corresponding to 
two possible experimentwise randomizations over three optimal non-flexible two-stage 
plans, each oi the two randomization expectations of (Q^. ) equaling (Q^*, J^*). 
{ H i ]  Of these iwo possible experimentwise randomizations, the one with ihe smaller 
, ^(2) 
randomization expectation of .45.V-~ is chosen as representing the comparable op-
6 
t imal non-flexible plan 
For the example in section 2.2.2, 6* yields (a^-*,J^-*)= (0.04949,0.19821). The 
four optimal non-flexible plans S. call  them .A., B, C and D. ail  turn out to have 
the same continuation region T as does S*. with second-stage sample size 777.9 and 
critica,! values ko as given in Table 2.4. Table 2.4 also shows the two possible three-
plan randomizations mentioned in (i i) .  and. in accordance with (ni)- identifies as 
t h e  e x p e r i m e n t w i s e  r a n d o m i z a t i o n  o v e r  A B C .  
Uz-N** C /-vT 1 1-N»* 4 1-V/-N •-v^ X W I  . 1. , m\y I \ <.1 <uK.KJ. \ 
cidence of continuation regions we ha,ve taken th.e i lcxible continuation region as 
applying to the non-llexible case. Regarding the construction of critical regions, we 
observed and used monotonicity in D-) ol tiie conditional likelihood ratio with nu­
merator 
/ NN \ 
; •  
/  a v Q  [ E( (f^ o(D ( ^ :  M i .  p Q ) 6(D J ^ :  M ^, p j )  b (  D q  :  ? ? ? 0•  P C  > ^ T ' -  "'2 •  PT)  i  \  
I /*T I N .  .  , —, /)/  /"/ \ f - -ri \ I fl ^ f , ' )-r '  1 ^ ' \  --UL 'A c-i J J  
and corresDondins denominator 
•2S 
Table 2.4: 6'^ and the four "nearest" plans S for the example in section 2.2.2 
8  1  1 a  ;  d  
3 .  
d  
(0 • ) 
.4 :(- .+)« 0.041S6 0.20222 (55. 13) 22.S597.3 
B : {  +  . + )  0.049S9 0.21027 (47 11) 19.53468 
C:( +  . - )  0.05921 0.16606 (55 12) 22.85973 
0.04S57 
1 
0.19460 (52 12) 21.61279 
BCD 0.04949 0.19S21 21.74890^ 
.•\BC = 0.04949 0.19S21 21.26440^ 
denotes and 
^randomization expectation of 
' ' randomization expectation of AS.y^~K 
F  ai\4[ L L [ D ( ^ . D J ) E T  ^ H - V R ) ^ ^ ^ D C : M 2 . P C ) ^ I D T - . M . 2 . P F )  ]\  
I  ^ ^ —  ,  _  1  , 1  \  I . I  r J  I J .  , ^ ^ \ l . l , l  •  W .  >  I  I  
^  " - . • I I  ^ \ ^ c L ^ - . d j ) ^ r  I - ' - L  I  -  r  _ [  /  J J  
a,na,logoi:s to (2.8) and (2.9).  rosportivf-!v. 
The resulting anal\ 'sis is siimmflri/ed in Tahir 2.O. wlt li  t  ho experiment wise ran-
dom.' .zation o\ 'er .-XCD representing th.e coiiipai 'able optima! non-fle.xible plan. 
f "> •-< lO »"*"* T* tr c 1-1 «-% r-\ T- «—> v> • ^  JL A A X Cvx A.O ^ 11 1 Jl X i ^  \>11C(.^CC.1 M 
The optimization underlying Bayes flexible plans is made practical by separabil­
ity. allowing separate analysis of each of a collection of two-parameter optimization 
problems, one each for every nossii)le first-stase outcome. 
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Table 2.5: 8^ and the four "nearest" plans b for the example in section 2.3.1 
6 ! 
1 ^6 • H  - A  
0.04997 0.19966 192 137.50033 
5:( + .+) O.OoOlC 0.19931 192 137.50033 
C:( + .-)  0.05029 0.19906 192 137.50033 
0.04966 0.19S9S 193 13S.32065 
BCD 0.04999 0.19924 137.75244^ 
.-\CD = 6^ 0.04999 0.19924 137.74911^ 
^critical region boundaries are near-linear in {D Q .D J ^) 
^(-.+) denotes and 3-^ > 3^^ 
' ' randomization expectation of j  
O  
•^randomization expectation of 
By the Lagrangian approach to the solution of constrained optimization prob­
lems. B?.ves flexible plans are also efficient flexible plans in a ccrta^in Ncvmian-Pca,rson 
sense. In the language of that Xeyman-Pearson framework, flexibility of the second 
stage ha,s been shown to lea^d to impro\ 'emcnt in sccond-stage expected sa,mp!e size 
in comparison with optimal non-flexible plans. For the parametric cases considered, 
this improvement appears to be uniform in p. and has been found to be maximal, 
and in the neighborhood of 7 % .  for intermerliate parameter \"alues. Practitioners, 
no doubt inclined m any event toward adaptive treatment of the second stage, should 
welcome even this small improvement. 
The s iixjultcincous interpretation of 8^ iii  riiicl Xc'Viunn-Pcrirson terms 
30 
allows juxtaposing the pair of Bayesian wrong-decision losses, as multiples of sampling 
cost,  and the pair of error rates of both kinds. For example, in the case of section 
2.2 .2 .  wrong-decision losses of (1110.  456)  are "matched" with error rates (0 .04949.  
0 .19S21) .  Similarly,  in the case of Section 2.3 .1 .  wrong-decision losses (4740.  2152)  
are "matched" with average error rates (0 .4999.0 .19924) .  
When the one-sample formulation of section 2.2 .2  is interpreted as pertaining 
to the treatment population, sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.1 are seen as addressing similarly 
constrained statistical formulations of essentially the same subject matter question, 
through two alternative experimental plans. Thus it  may not be inappropriate to 
view the two sections in conjunction with one another. Inferred wrong-decision losses 
for the formulation of section 2.3.1 are roughly four t imes greater than the inferred 
wrong-decision losses for the formulation of section 2.2.2: also, the optimal expected 
sam.ple size AS -r  .1/][  equals 39.40 for the formulation of section 2.2.2.  and the 
optimal expected sa,mple size 2( .45.V^"'^^-* -i- .1/ |)  equals 29S.51 for the formulation 
of section 2.3.1,  greater by a factor of approximately eight.  Thus sampling cost is 
R>T /-TR-O (  it\  i i r r V i l ^ -  r-T-I r \  1 IRNNCITITI-I rr O i TI OT-I M T I 
plan than is inferred cost of erroneous conclusion. Was this to be expected ? 
. \ote that the matching of wrong-decision losses with error rates is in fact many-
to-one, in that,  because of discreteness, asm.all  (Cg.  C ,^)-neighborhood will  determine 
the same 8*. and hence will  be matched with a single error rate pair (q^* .,3^*)- It  will  
Oi CGiaiSC oc Gnc~i.o-onc in coniiriuous. norrnnl .  crisr^s. fiiso < Hoi .  i iic nHovr*:  o 
inferred wrong-decision losses a,re reminiscent of tl ie shadow prices of line?.r program­
ming. and. also, of the v/eights associated with the serfuential Bayes interpretation 
M u -V ^ ^  rn 1 \ ^i" 4,1. ^ c  o  Q ' J ^  i - z c i i i i l c t i i i i  [ — u j ;  O i  L i l c  1  i l l  .  
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CHAPTER 3. GROUP-SEQUENTIAL ASPECTS 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with two-stage test plans with . • > ) a g e - s p e c i f i c  error rates of 
both kinds. At the end of the first-stage an interim analysis is performed with the 
objective of deciding whether or not to continue the stvidy based on results of the in­
terim analysis.  If the study is continued, the first-stage information is systematically 
put to work in conducting the second-stage, including its sample size and critical re­
gion. with the goal of minimizing an agree-upon measure of sampling effort,  subject 
to agreed-upon overall ,  as well as stage-specific error rates of both kinds. Where this 
approach differs from previous work is in our casting of the design of two-stage plans 
;  ^  ^  t ;  ^  *  ^  ^ i  -  ' r i , : ^  _  r  
the optimization borrow from "group seriuent ia 1" ionnnla! ions the idea of •"allocat­
ing" error between the two stages; indeed we so beyond the usua,l  uroup sequential 
formulation in that both t i ie errors of the first and of the second kind are so allo­
cated. The objective functions for optimization problems are conditional averages of 
sampling effort measures. 
The nnmerica,! findings in the previous chaptcr suggest that the focus of the previ­
ous chapter,  in exact binomial computa-tions in t\vo-samp!e case, and in the trea.tment 
of composite hypotheses through average error rate control,  will  not produce a prax-
t ically feasible sample size; this despite the fact that the plans that we developed a r e  
optimal in that framework. This point can be made clear by considering the simplest 
case, two-sample single-stage plan; the approach based on applying norma! approxi­
mations to differences of sample proportions leads to four t imes smaller sample size 
than the composite-hypothesis approach in chapter 2. 
We therefore consider two-sample plans, an approximation approach, restricted 
to those that condense the binomial data to differences of arcsine transformations 
of sample proportions (as in Thall et al.  [29]).  This formulation allows simple hy­
potheses, as well as appealing to the very convenient equivariance properties of drift-
parameterized standard Wiener processes. .As mentioned above, we consider not just 
the approximation of the formulation of chapter 2, but more flexible way to han­
dle stage-wise error restrictions and objective functions, devoted to group-sequential 
formulations. 
Thus, as others have considered (Lan and De.Mets [19], .Jennison [IT]),  we deal 
with testing the drift  parameter of the standard Wiener process. This allows couching 
tlic icpviirccl optimiZrction in riiiol 's t icril  tcrnis.  rin^iOiiiC ot/Hcr tHinSsS. \*icicls 
optimal second-stage critical values as linear functions of optimal second-stage sample 
sizes, in addition, as indicated in section 3.5. one Wiener optimization provides 
approximate optimizations for families of binomial (or norma!) problems. 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively provide the details of our formulation and op­
timization. Sectiuu o.j  piu\!Ufs some ;;i;i i ;e:!ca! resulis logeLiier wiLii i iuiiierical 
comparisons with otiier possible procedures described in section 3.4. These include 
the single sampling (SS) plan, the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) and 
the optimal standard two-stage plan where "standard" means "without flexibility of 
:;3 
second-stage". Section 3.6 illustrates applications to binomial testing problems and 
Section 3.7 contains concluding remarks. 
3.2 Formulation 
Let 11 be the drift  parameter of a standard Wiener process. We consider testing 
Hq : f i  = f iQ against :  f i  = /Q > //Q.  with error probabilities P{Accept = 
//q} = a and P {  .A.ccept H q\ii  = /q } = j .  
In accordance with the group-sequential point oi view, a  and 3  are allocated to 
the two stages (o] -f- qo = Q and 3\ -i- Jo = . i) .  Such allocations which is to be 
distinguished from the repeated-significant-test usage (.Armitage [l]) make possible 
independent assignment of error rates to bot h stages. Tncler the given and the 
continuation region. (/ .  u).  is determined by initial sampling lime TQ. To satisfy the 
four stage-specific error rate restrictions. TQ must be taken from a feasible interval 
(O-TQ].  Given (TQ./.U), /Q (respectively, / /Q) is to be accepted at time TQ if  the 
process exceeds u (respectively, is below /).  Further,  if i t  equals an intermediate value 
sampling lime T^ and critical value depending (jn s .  Tims our plan is determined 
b y  t h r e e  n u m . b e r s  { T o . l . u ) .  p l u s  t h e  t w o  f u n c t i o n s  { T ^  :  I  <  s  <  u }  a n d  { k , s  :  I  <  s  <  
u } .  
The plan { T Q . L U . { T . ^ :  S  G (/.  u ) } . { K ^ :  .s g (/ .  u)}) is to be chosen in such a way a.s 
to minimize an objective function measuring sampling effort,  subject to stage-specific 
error rates restrictions. .Xniong the objective functions so considered arc the following 
( A S T  —  A V E ' ' ? " E  S A ' ^ T N I ' "  
•M 
i )  O F i  =  ( / i i  ^  A S T ^ i d ^ i .  where 
Ts , l ,^-//7h.-,  , 
A : ^ I  / i  = / 0 + J I  ^  " ) ) "-s-
i i )  O F - - )  =  ASTj;^. where JI = . 
i . i i )  OF-;^ =  ASTfiy 
and 
i v )  O F ^ i  =  -J= t . v p ( - ] ^ { f L  -77)-) • A S T I I  •  ( I f L  
The first objective function is the unweighted a\ 'crage of expected sampling times for 
the values of U between / .LQ and /z| .  The second is the expected sampling time for 
12 = JI. The third is the expected sampling lime for /;  = /q. The fourth objective 
function is the weighted average of expectcd sampling limes for all  values of /z in 
the interval (—oo.cc).  the weights being provided by the normal distribution of jj.  
ccutcrcd cit ft \\ ' ith i init x'ciriRiicc. 
TliCSv^ ol-/J  cc 1 1  \ 'c i i i i i c t i o i i s  ' / i T T c  V o  1 1  1 '  I  d " c  p r c \  i o i i s ! \  i i i  clcr]\ '" 
r'r^ y-i c  1 f  K  O  t  1  T ' / - ^  
X  X I  ^  i . K  X  X K ^  I I V .  l O % ^ l l  | » y i  i t  V  X  X X  X .  
f o r  d e r  c i l C i T  O p i j i i H a l  p i c i l i S  V \ i l l d l  0 1 1 1  p  1  i  1  Z C  C i l l l i C c l i  C  i  i  1  C 1  I I C  V  V t i l C i i  3 C L l - ( 3 . i  L r C ^ i - "  
iTiciit difFcrcnccs exist. A.!so. inininiizing l!i0 sccoiicl one. known t!ie Keifcr-Wciss 
problem, is recently considered by Jennison [17]. The first one is a generalization of 
a simple average of average sampling eiforts at two hypothesis points as considered 
by Thai! et ai. [28]. Tiie last one is. in fact, a common ciioice of many Bayesian 
approaches because of its conjugation. 
3.3 Optimization 
in this section \vc give an account of the manner in wiiici;  we identify the optimal 
flexible plan, in the case of the first objecli\ 'e luiiclioii  The other objective 
functions in section 3.2. i .e. .  O F O .  and OFj can be treated in similar fa,shion. 
3.3.1 Optimization for given (//Q./q). //q < /q 
We begin by fixing first-stage sampling time T Q  and error rates Q|  and S Y .  We 
then determine a "continuation interval" [l .u) such tliat the first-stage error rates 
arc aj  and 3-y. Given TQ I  and ;; v. 'c then minimize A S T .  O Fy-  (or cquivalentlv 
= AST — TQ) subject to the restrictions that the second-stage error rates 
equal Q-) and respectively. This minimization is with respect to the positive 
second-stage sampling time function T.^. I < .•> < u, and unrestricted second-stage 
c r i t i c a l  v a l u e  f u n c t i o n  A : ; : ,  I  <  s  <  u .  
For given Ts and tg. 
. 1  c ' r ( - )  — I . . .  _  \  —1  f  1  . . 7 " .  / ^ \  .  T '  ,  1  \  
. 1.^ \ I I I t / . \ \ \ \ \ \ \ I ^ > VIO , \ / 
J f l Q  J l  -  '  
wiiere j F I I Q .  ^ / T Q )  is the normal density with mean //J'Q and standard deviation 
IiiLercliaiigiiig the order of iniegralioii  in i3.i) .  ii ie resiricied minimization of 
(3.i) is written 
minimizeij^^ll^^l 
/ N —1 1 Mj --v ~ 1 " R  '  !  i  t n  —  I t  I  1<4> I —^—=— I — <P f —— I I •  1 /  I •  f / .s-
•"  ' ' '  • • - 'To • • - J T O  
subject to 
3(i 
and 
:  t i ^  /T'  \  r /"^• ' '  . '  ,,  I T" / 'n \ . ;  „1 ,  j^ f\o? I /q J Q, y i  Q )iy (.>(^2 j /n i  .s-\/-^ .< / — V2-
f U  
where <^(2/) = / c>(.t  |  0. l)r/ .r .  
•/ —oc 
We implemeni this restricted minimization by subdividing the continuation re­
gion (/ .  u).  as determined by the first-stage sampling time TQ. into a grid of 2 ' '  grid 
,  (1/. — /) , —  [ T L  —  L ]  -T-l • • ' -11 points,  t  -F .  / H—| .  •  •  •  .  u  —  .  i  his was in lact clone lor both r  = o. 
r  = 6 and r  = 7. and it  was found that the computation below yielded essentially the 
same solutions. In view of this we decided that r = 6 provided a sufficiently accurate 
approxim.ate formulation, and recast our problem as follows (with A = = 
T s - .  k j  = k c ; - ,  where .s; = I  - r  — —^4^— i  =  1. 2, • • •  .  777. — 1, m :  r  =  6 . m  —  64). 
-7, • 7 - I  I  2' '" '"^ . .  ^ /  
minimize/T--iTn J  T .  \ M .  
I I I  T* ^  [  r— >  ,  ^  .  L I  \  2  I \  — .r». . // n i n — ^ ^ 
(/^l-/ '0) E '  'hr 'PT (•^•2) 
I  =  \  \ J H  \ /^0 
subject to 
E f i j  i  / / Q r o -  Y ^ ) [ o { x  \  / iQT,-.  ^ ' T ^ ) d x \  •  [A] -  Q-2 = 0 
and E-' l i  \ /qig- v'^'O'L' i / 'n 'r  "  h = 
VVe abbreviate formulation (3.2) to 
nil ni ITll ZC f 'n •) 77? r 1 ^7? ,/*( 7^1 . -••./  777 i .  /'*777 )  l '  3  - 3 ) 
t  7 /  .• _  1 • 1 71: _ 1 '  ^ 
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subject to 
50 (^1 • " '  • • • • • •  •  •  ^ 'ni) — QO = 0 
and cjiiTi- - • • .  Tm-A-j.  • • • .  km ) -  h -  0. 
where / .  and are of additive form: (3.4) 
R N  
. T m )  =  
z= i 
M  
- . L'M ) = ^  OQIV-^R ^'i) 
?•=! 
and 
I T )  
G I ( T I .  -  ,  T M .  -  •  •  .  K M  ) = ^  K J ) .  
/=1 
We address this proljleni via a standard K u h i i -  T u c k t i -  argument involving the 
r * _ 1 1 KCrilci 
-  •  . T m - k i .  -  •  •  . k r n . ' - ,  P Q - P \ )  —  f  { T i .  •  •  •  . T m  •  k y .  •  •  •  .  k ] n )  
+  P Q  -  •  -  -  •  •  T ^ I N -  K ^ .  -  •  •  .  K R N )  
P I  •  / / L  ( • "  •  "  •  M .  K I  -  •  •  •  .  K M  )  
I  +  P { )  '  I J O I  ' ^  / •  P I  '  9 L  I ' ^ R  ^ 7  ) \  
i n  
/ = ]  
77? 
^ h;{T^.k^). (3.5) 
; = 1 
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The K u h n - T u c k e r  argument for solving (3.3) now proceeds as follows (with 
( .  • • • .  Tm) = T and (k].--- .  knj) = k): 
 )  Initialize the argument by fixing positive Lagrangian multipliers {pQ.p'i) .  
 )Forea,ch?\l < i < m. find (7' , ,)  by minimizing the "i-dimensional Lagrangian 
function L^iTj.  kj)  = ij:!^ -f pQg{^^{T-, .  A-,j + kj) with respect to Tj > 0 and 
unrestricted k^. 
c )  Now\ compute d - j i p Q .  p \ )  =  P \ )  =  5<^)-
If  (aoi/^o^ Pi)-/ ' ' l))  equal (02. -^2) within adequate approximation, 
i terate the above steps until  (q"2(/50-)-~ (02.-^2) within adequate 
approximation. If so. then denote the so obtained (/ 'q./ ' '"}) by (/9g,pp and corre­
sponding (T.k) by (T*.k").  
d )  In view of (3.4) and b ) .  (T*.k*) in fact minimizes the 2m-dimensional La­
grangian function /(T) + • ^/o(T. k) /)* • (T. k).  
e) In view of c ] . d )  and the section 2.2.i  with .4 = 02- B  = S o -  <5 -  (T.k). 
/  = OFY and 6* = (T*. k*). (T*. k*) is seen to be optimal, in the sense of minimizing 
OP-i ;^mr.no- ;^11 l 'T ur \  o- /rr^CT^ U"'l  <r piirl  rn / HT k'""i <! 1 o \ ^ 
Step 6) is based on graphical evidence that Z,,(-.-) attains a minimum in Q = 
(O.cc) X (—cc. oc).  This evidence is used as follows. It  is easy to show that 
has first-order partial derivatives of both kinds everywhere in H. Furthermore, it  is 
true that is strictly convex in k^ for all  Tj € (O. cc ).  with a unique minimum 
in —oc.cc') Given the ded that 
L^{T.j.kj) has a unicjue minim.um in. (0. DC) X (—CC.CC).  prox'ided by settm.g i^oth 
first-order partials equal to zero. Figure 3.1 show contours of Lj{T.j .k^] for the given 
XQ and i — 1 (i .e. .  .s — / ') .  I ' lgure .3.— ii iusbrat.cs i l ie ttict t i iat lUiLCtion 
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U-shaped, wliere kj* (= kiTj"^ )) .  further discussed below, is l l ic optimal kj associated 
with Tj *. 
17 15  16 13 14 
T1 
Figure 3.1: Contours of when (TQ./TQ./T"! ) = ( 18.9,193.31,109.89) 
The iteration in c) is made easier by the fact that o-y{pQ-Pi ] is largely sensitive 
to pg, while 3o{pQ.pi) is largely sensitive to p-^. 
We now give some further details of our solution of (3.3) in t he range of Tn where 
the stationary Lagrangian equations can be solved, and our determining of TQ. the 
largest 7"Q.  For the simpler notation, let c.s- -  .  V .s € (/ .  u).  
We set up the Lagrangian function for the problem (3.3) in (3.5) and differentiate 
1 h OCCt to of '^772 ^  ^ ^  C  '  Sot t  ^ P t  Hc 11P ^  '^777 
expressions equal to zero produce the following '2in equations: 
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I 
14.G 1a,2  14 .4 14.6  14 .5  *5 ,0  
Figure 3.2: Function Li(T].k*) when (TQ.PQ.  ) = ( 1S.9.193.31.109.S9) 
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d 
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M 4.,  
V^o 
!  ]  i  n  •  —  ! !  r \  .  /  I  r \  I  • "  )  —  I !  r \  
•\/r '  
— ^  -7 
;  1  1  , , ,  f - r ~ \ ' 2 \  
- V -
;  -  1 o . . .  771-1 
.  i n  —  [ . 1 1 1  V • J . V / 
O  c ;  
-pc \  
1 'T 
• o<*, I w.rn../rAi"Oyo' '  
1 . /T^V-1 
-ol.s- l / ' l^n.^/^n)•(^t 
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By (3.7),  we have 
•  T  L N (  ^  
(/q -  i'q) ^ )(/ '0 ' '^1) ~ 
i = 1. 2, • • • .  77?. — 1 .  777, 
Substituting (3.7) into (3.6).  we find 
V^O \ J T O  
1 T ^ ^(C,-/ 'h/^)") / '0-/ '1 
^ P 1  •  0 ( S , \  F I L T Q , ^ T Q ) - ( ^ T  -  • R -
V-" 2^/r,  
7 = 1. 2. • • • .  77Z — 1 .  777. 
Relation (3.9) can be simplified by following steps; 
m  •  r ) ( s :  I  i n  T n  .  i T ^ n  \  •  n i r -  1 1 /1  .  1 "i .  —=iiJ-
'1 > f I '  1 " U '  ~ U '  • •<'  !• '  ' '  i  M ~ !  '  '  '  l-r,  
= - i n .  _ ~ -M _ ~ n 
vr-i '• 'U' '  z:^ J [ 7 ^  n -
\ /- 'n \/-in 
V w y  ^
7 = I.  2. • • • .  777 — 1 .  777 
and 
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i  — 1 .  2. • • • .  7??, — 1 .  77? 
1 Z--  — T-
1^) J = 
V z 
2\/^ • 
V ^ V "  
(/q -  z'o)^ • l / ' i^o-\/^)- Pi 
1. 2. •• - .  777 — 1. 7)7 
laKing logs ana square roois.  we finally obtain 
/77( 
(/M. -  /'q) '^ • [  o(-^; i /M^n- \ /^) ]" • pf 
s  .  [cD(/ilI^) _ <!>(/ifL^)]2 
V^o v^o 
7 = 1, 2. • • • .  771 — 1. 77Z (3.10) 
Substituting (3.10) into (3.S). we have 
F I I T R  -  ^(/ZQ - R  F I I )  +  ^ (/q -  Z'o) = r,-
,  ( /g \  •  P \  
bTTi^- • / j ;r  • i  
\ l  '  n 
V 
1 n 
V 'J 
? = 1 .  2,  • • •  .  777 — 1 .  77? (3.11) 
ine  lol lowing Lemma is  usetui  to  detai l  those minimizat ions.  
Lemma 3.1 S u p p o s e  t h a t  b o t h  pQ a n d  p| a r e  p o s i t i v e .  T h e n .  J o r  f i x e d  T j .  
h . j [ T . i . k { T ; ) )  <  h ; { T ; . k . ; ) .  - o c  <  k ;  <  - r c c .  
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w h e r e  
k { T , )  =  ( T -  ^ T ^ ) - [ s +  .  
•i  uq -  F ^ Q )  
Proof: In the purpose of the proof, we delete the subscript i .  
Setting the derivative of l i { T . ! \ )  with respect to equal to zero yields the relation 
P I  •  0 ( 5  ]  F I ]  T Q .  ^ y ? ^ )  •  o { k { T )  ]  / f  1  r .  S / T )  
= pQ-o{,\iiQTQ.^Q)-o[k{T)\ii^T.Vf). (3.12) 
/ 
Further, the derivative h  { T . h )  of l i ( T . k )  with respect to k .  evaluated at k { T )  +  S .  
6 > Q. equals 
P i  •  o { s  I F J - I T Q ,  . J T Q )  •  6 { k { T )  + 6  i  f i i T .  V T )  
- P Q  •  Q { S I HQT Q.  y j T Q )  •  o i k ( T )  -f 6 \ (.IQI . V T ) 
=  P i  •  o { s  I  f i i T Q .  •  o ( k { T ]  i  f i i T .  \ f f )  •  e . r p ( - ( ^ ^ j p  4 -  ^ ) )  •  e x ] ) { 8 ^ L i \ / f )  
—  P c i  •  I  u c t T n .  s f r ^ )  •  o ( k ( T )  i  i i n T .  \ / T )  •  t x v (  — i  — - i = r ^  - I — •  e x v l S u n V T )  V V ' 
V J-
P :  •  o (  s  \  u ^  F r . .  \ / F r . )  •  o l k ( T )  !  T .  \ ^  \  •  ( - x v i  —  i - —^=r-^ 4- —— )! 
'  •  •  ^  ^  •  '  '  '  X / T  2 T  "  
.  i C  •y* ' r \ (  ^  I  I  • >  \  /^7"* ^  • ' n - r- y i  X •  •  ^  *  I " P  ^  1 I V F.LQ V A ; J 
> 0. 
r 1 *-»»•<-» I R» I 1 >> I 1 I T • T O M ^ ''O*"*"! ' < "'/I T R-/-**-*-* 11 , -V. 
• i Cvw V- iV-/liW»«0 ilVJlll \  .  X  ^  J  ,  C K L l ^ i  J i l ^ w V - ^ n C t . l L V  i v ^ l i . > w » » » 0  
/ _ 
/ iQ. Finally, an analogous argunienl shows that h  (/ .A:) < 0 for k  —  k { T )  —  S .  
(Q.E.D.) 
•14 
When we solve each of in equations in (3.11) using Lemma 3.1. there are two 
candidates of optimal solutions for (7";,  k(Tj)) .  As shown in Figure 3.3. there are two 
possibilit ies to obtain candidates of optimal solutions, i .e. .  one is that both candidates 
are from negative "signed"" (in (3.11)) equation and one other possibility is to obtain 
each candidate from each "signed"" equa,tion. Problem solutions are of two types; 
stationary points with > 0 (for each of m equations, we choose the 
as a optim.al solution if the\ '  b.ave tb.e sm.aller waluc of t l ie objective function a,mong 
candidates of solution with satisfying restrictions. Tj > 0. and pre-determined error 
restrictions) and boundary points with Tj = 0. The former always correspond to 
negative "signed"" equation solutions. 
TQ is to be chosen from the feasible interval (0. TQ] where TQ is the largest 
value of TQ which produces the nonzero problem solutions Tj.  Vz. TQ* minimizes 
OFi as optimizes in a) — e).  over (O.TQ], XOW let be the {Lu) corre­
sponding to T Q .  and the solutions provided by a )  —  e ]  for 
TQ = TQ*. Interpreting the second-stage parameters,  then gives an o r d e r - r  approxi-
iiiatiwii » i .  ()  .  t .  U  .  1 J. c  .  c: M .  ( T  I r .  *1 c  .  > tr I < .  (/ I M [  * . J  i i j<r i icAiuic 
i O F P * )  for the gi ven (Q^ .  Qo. 3i.  S o - i^Q-li \ )• 
3.3.2 Optimal plan for linear transformations of ( / / Q . / Q ) .  I ^ L Q  <  / Q  
In this section, we consider deriving the optimal flexible plan for l inear transfer-
mr^LiOriS oi Socj^riGcircl i iypotucscs 'vV'tii  ^i\ 'cn st-ci^c- 'v'^ 'usc error restrictions, i .e. .  
I = 1. 2. We consider in particular .  as in section 3.3.1. but.  of course, the other 
objective functions of section 3.2. i .e. .  OF-i.  OF-x and 0F,[.  can be treated in similar 
fashion. 
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Ti 
Figure 3.3: Candidaies of solutions for I  -  for each signed equation :  r  = 6 
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Suppose we have an optimal flexible plan S U - I T Q  ;  //Q.  // J ) = { T Q * .  I * .  U * .  { T * :  ^  G 
(I*. u*)}, {kg-, .s £ (/*. u*)};//Q./t |  ) for the given (a| .  cvo. J] • / 'Q-)• Consider­
ing first the case of scale transformation, let (//g./q) = (c|^//q. ).  C]^ > 0 and 
define SW{TQ:  fiQ, jii) as 
{TQ*J*.u* ,{Tj :se  e  ( /* .u*)} )  
=  ( % . - , - . { ^ - s e { r . u * ) } . { — - . s e ( r . n ' ' ) } )  (3.13) 
q q q 
Lemma 3.2 Z.ei{/<Q,/q) = (c^/ig-ci(«i )• C} > 0. Ther i .  6 I C {T Q : / . lq ,  f i ' i )  sa t i s f ies  
the  s tage-wise  error  res t r ic t ions .  
Proof: Let $(?/) = [ ' ^  o{x  |  0,1) dx .  
— cc 
Then, for the plan :  ^ q,/q). the first-stage error probabilities can be written 
Q ,  =  1 - 4 ) ^ ^ ^  
^ ^ /Tr, * 
v ^ o  
Rp.ci 
I*. -p *  
Also, the second-stage error probabilities can be written as 
/•«' . .  /rrr A:s-'-/tor..*., .  
^'2 -  /'OM'j • v '^d 
and 
R U *  , R R Z . . .  K , *  .  
^2  =  o(s  \  } \ds .  
Then, the first-stage error probabilities for 6;(;( : / 'O-/ 'l  ^ 
and 
1  -  $( U* -  C L F L Q L Q '  
4 > (  
Tn* 
111 _ ^1 
= !-<!)(-
^"1 C]'  
riy 
= !-<]>( 
V  q -
* 'T"' =" 
'Tv 
n 1 
1 1  _  ^ 1 / M  ^ N '  
q 
= c!)(. 
\ 
R Y  
= cD( I * - F N T P  
= -q 
by (3.13). And also, for the second-stage error probabiiities. consider 
1 -  $( 
K L  C] u 
'P* 
FZT. ) =  l - c D ( -
I'^U 
is 
) 
1 - Cl)( - ) .  V G [ r .  (3.14) 
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and 
T *  
-i/"i V 
\ / ^ F  N  
\ 
= ^(^S_aS). v.. € (/*.u*) (3.15) 
Therefore, the second-stage error probabilities are 
y/* 
a 9 
"  !  > ' 0 ^ 0  •  / ^ ) l i  -  • » ( ) 1  
(3.!6) 
and 
= 7;. °(-H;'iro-v'ro')[*t '" '  >1'^ 
= 39 (3.17) 
where, in the first, equalities of (3.16) and ('3.17). we transform .s to .•? with .s == CI 
and use equalities of (3.14) and (3.15). (Q.E.D.; 
ow , c lici\ c a cat.licl 1 datc oj)11nial flewiblc plan for [ fiQ, j.i ) .  dcri\ cd from (5^^^( ./"q 
/fn./ii ) through (3.13). which satisfies the lire-specified stage-wise error restrictions. 
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Proposition 3.1 optimaiity under scale transformation 
^W {TQ :  ( ^0  f - i )  i s  op t ima l  under  the  g i ven  s laye -w i^e  r e s t r i c t i ons .  
Proof: Let (^b-Zq) = (ci/'O-^1/4 )• 
It wiii suffice to show that, if dmiTQ: ) satisfies stage-wise error restrictions for 
'hen 
nc.i^ rT*. M ^ nzr. r,c rr^. \i i  Q •/- 'U-r 1/J ^ ^1 L' f 'vu-'^'U-1 
w /here 
Ofi [i.-(ro:,b.( '1 )1 = /• * o(-^ I , irj ,  ^ rj) • r /  did^ 
By transforming with s and we have 
1 1 * 
OF,  )]  =  -  [" o{s  ! f iT^ .  •  T ,  ds  d f i  ] 
\  A- I AM I '  ^  AM I 
— OFi[(^:a'(ro;//o.// |)] 
cr 
<  — j j  
^ RJR :  
— i CT Tq 4 
c r  l / ' i - / ' O j  
r i "  ,  2 - . -  - r  ,  ,  .  /  I  .  u \ C ] \  i c i  J  n . \ i  ( • • .  I  n  I •  '  s  a  t  \  
J:iQ Jcil .  ' '  1 V 1 -
•> 
C J  •  1  r u  ]  f u  .  i r 'p . I ' l l  /  '  I '  \  r  '  7  '  1  
^  ^  0 I  i  / , ,-.  I i  c'l.s 1//iQ-V'0^ •  
C  T  \  R "  \  ^ ^ 0  I '  Q  "  
=  O F ,  L S . . J T R . -  ll  
^ * i  ^ ^ * U' v; • i  M* V /  
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where, in the third equality of (3.IS), we use the fact .  established essentially as in 
Lemma 3.2 that, if TC\ satisfies stage-wise error restrictions are satisfied for ). 
then TQ = C ^T Q  satisfies the stage-wise error restrictions for (//Q, / . I I ) .  (Q.E.D.) 
Ne.xt, consider the case of a location transformation. Let (//G,//^) = (/ZQ -i-
-r Co). CO € (-cc-,-f cc). and define 6IC(TQ:  fiQ. fi ' i  ) as 
N-* M R.VR*-.< A II* V*]\ 
^  '  U  •  ' ^ ' U '  ^  J .  -  c -  •  - V  '  /  J  K  >  
Lemma 3.3 Lei (^/q. ;i'i) = (/!q-{-C2./q+C2). C2 E (—oc.-i-cc). Then. dmlTQ: /j'q, ) 
sa t i s f i e s  t he  s tage -w i se  e r ror  r e s t r i c t i ons .  
Proof: Let <&(?/) = o(.r [ 0. 1) f/.r.  
Then, lor the plan ://g./q ). the first-stage error |)roljabilities can be written 
Ti-S 
* * 
a, = -/lOjO 
V ^ 
and 
= <&f-
^  '  I  X  
V ^ o  
.A.!so, the second-stage error probabiHties can be written as 
»2 = /C I /-O^O • V^)[l -  & 
V > 
ol 
and 
' -^2 -  Ov5 i/^i^Q . Y^Q 
Then, the first-stage error probabiiities for S I L -{T Q  :  fiQ. fi\ ) are 
| ]  d s .  
_ c D (  -  (/^O + coITQ' 
•/Tq' 
=  i - 0 ( - co ^ 0 ~ (/ 'O + CO)Tq 
* nn * 
!-<,( " ) 
- 'o" 
= «1 
ana 
<!>( 
TO* 
= <J>(- coTq — (/q +C2)TQ 
= <&( 
- .^1 
by (3.19). And also, for the second-stage error probabilities, consider 
/ ' - *  ^  I  \T '  , *  \  ^ ' N  F - ' '  I  Q  
<p, 
^ + cor*) -  (/-Q + o)rj,  
= !-<!>(• •-"s ~ MQ ^). V e (r.u") (3.20) 
^ ^ . I -r  COi o ) — I / /I ^ CO }/ ?= —j = ^(-^^ 
L - *  _  , , ,  T *  
= 01^ —1 ' ).  V £ \ l  . u  )  
^ L T :  
(3.21) 
ol 
Therefore, the second-stage error probabilities are 
" o(i 1/^0+ /^* -V- 1 A-u ' • V "0 
(f ! "O'-To*. 
= ao 
and _ 
* 
'  o(iI„1 +c,rj,\/rj)[4(^i^|i^i^jl<« 
I I *  
ru  K S *  -  F I ] T S '  
-  Jl .  o{s \ , . ,T^ .^T^m ^ ^  - )]ds  
=  ^ 2  
where, in the first equalities of (3.22) and (3.23), we transform ,5 to s with s = S +O J T q 
and use equalities of (3.20) and (3.21). (Q.E.D.) 
Proposition 3.2 optimality under location transformation 
^ 'w{T q:  f iQ  - r co . / i j  - r  Co)  i s  op t ima l  under  the  ( j iven  s tag t -wise  re s t r i c t i ons .  
Proof: For given co .  co  G (-oc.-hoc), let (/(Q./q) = (/;q + c - j . / J - ]  +C2). It 
will suffice to show that, if SwiTp,: ua. U] ) satisfies staae-wise error restrictions for 
^hen 
0F^[6a:{T^:fiQ,.^t\)] < OF, [V-d^Q:/- 'O-/ ' ' l  )]• 
where 
_ j ' ! '  r  O ( S \ f - i t ^ . ^ ) - f ^ D S D I L  
i / i i  - ' I "  w  V  ^  
By transforming with - .s -  coT^  and // = f i  -  co.  we have OFi  [6U,-(TQ ;  /xg, )] 
= ^0 + J,f I "^0 • \/^ ) • 7-. <1, 
=  O F I [ S W { T Q :  F L Q . J L ^ ) ]  
<  O F I [ S I A I T Q \  F I Q . F I I ) ]  
I N  -  z'o) 
.Ml f ^ -^O I .  f ,  ds  d t ,  ] 
J F I Q  J I + C 2 I Q  
= ^0 + , ,  '  . ,  r  0(s I ( i ' /o- \ /jo) • T.i 
VA-i / 'O^-'/ 'O •" 
= 0^1 [<5u;(ro://o,/4)]- (3.24) 
where, in the third equality of (3.24). we used the fact, established essentially as in 
Lemma3.3, that, if TQ satisfies stage-wise error restrictions for (,u'g. FI\ ). (Q.E.D.) 
Combining Proposition 3.1 and 3.2. we ha.ve following Theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 For  a iven  (nr . -n:  1 .  l e t  iOr- .J ) - .  \  i i f .  i .hr .  h  mjo ihcs i . ^  vo in is  such ,  tha t  
^ 0  =  C 1 / Z 0 + C 2  
=  C I ^ I ^ C O .  
Then,  i f  6u , ! (T 'g  ; / ^g . / / , j )  i s  op t imal  for  the  g iven  s tagc-wis t  res t r ic t ions ,  then  the  
op t imal  p lan  d ic{TQ q^- .Oq.O^).  Oq <  0]^ .0  = (/^g. (^ j )  under  the  same s tage- ic i se  re ­
s t r ic t ions  i s  g iven  by  
5 1  
C| CJ Cj Cl C| 
k *  r . - ^ T *  
{ ^  +  - ^ - . . ^ E I I \ N * ) } ]  
q 
'1 
Proof: First, apply Proposition 3.1 with cj == j  _^,Q • other words, apply 
Proposition 3.1 with 
(/z-Q./n) = ^-/n) (3-26) 
n  -  / 'o n  -  / 'o 
and then applv Proposition 3.2 to (3.26) with c-> = — • Then, we obtain 
/ 'I / 'O 
the result. (Q.E.D.) 
3.4 Alternate plans 
The mam procedures alternative to flexible two-stage plan are single sampling 
plans (55), star.da.rd two-stage plans [STP). and possibly scquentia,! proba,b!lity 
ratio test {SPRT) plans, through the latter typically are difficult to implement in 
practice, which calls for developing group sequential approaches, specially in clinical 
trials. 
00 
3.4.1 Single Sampling Plan (55) 
I ^ O C' ^ ^ OC ^ C »">"• O ' 'T^ /-*»»»»/-\** '5 ^ *• L-»*»  ^1.A\^  Oi A A 1 i«^0 o OCfcHi * 111  ^ oti 1 1 1 J.'1 » i Iq . v_ii.sJi A \J. CX.O liV" 
pothesis points //.Q and //i,  is determined as follows for the Wiener process: 
P r { o i x \ f i Q T .  y / f )  >  A-} =A 
P R { 0 { X \ F I I T . ^ )  <  K }  =  3  (3.27) 
The A S T j x  of 55 is the constant value T* satisfying and the O C  of 55 
is given by the function P r { o { x \ f i T .  \ / T )  <  k * ]  of /z. where k *  satisfies (3.27). 
3.4.2 Standard Two-stage Plans ( S T P )  
We define such plans by fixing second-stage sampling time and critical values, 
i.e..  the plans OFP without flexibility of second-stage. .A unique standard two-stage 
plan ST P. with allocation of the two error rates Q and 3 to the two-stages, exists for 
all first-stage sampling time TQ in (0. TQ], where TQ is a value for first-stage sampling 
t i m e  t h a t  h a p p e n s  t o  e x c e e d  TQ .  u p p e r  l i m i t  o f  f i r s t - s t a g e  s a m p l i n g  t i m e  f o r  O F P .  
It s kind ot obvious when we consider restrictions of two plans. The A.bl i_i and UUix 
function of ST?*"e de^ern^^ncd as follows for the W iener 'process* 
and 
AST^ =  TQ+  r  o ( s  \  ^ i Tq .  •  TO •  d s  
J  L  
G C ^  =  o i x  i  f i T Q .  d x  +  
/ ,  !  f - i T Q .  J T q )  • [  j  "  o { x  i  f i T ) .  • j T - ) ) d x ]  d s  
JI ' J oe - V -
(3.2S) 
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where To and ko satisfy 
A  0 { X  \  F I Q T Q . ^ T Q ) D X  +  
ru  I— roc  
^ ' ( • s  i / ^ O ^ O - V ^ O )  •  o { x  \  f L Q T 2 . : ^ T 2 ) d x ] d s  
ASTi^i is computed according to (3.28) for all first-stage sampling times Tq 
also corresponding continuation region and the second-stage parameters 
I T . ^ * . K * 2 * )  to constitute S T P * .  
3.4.3 Sequential Probability Ratio Test ( S P R T )  
The S P R T  to be compared with O F P *  is one with error rates a  and 3 .  at 
hypothesis point fiQ and /q. The standard SPRT theory for Wiener process gives 
t h e  f o l l o w i n f f  f o r m u l a s  f o r  O C  a i i n  A S T :  
in (0,2Q], and further first-stage optimization over (O-TQ] gives minimum, TQ*. 
r ![  n  -i-  / /  1 
for n < u  = '  ^ ^  
A - B  
lor // > (I 
where 
and 
0 I 
A  =  ^  Q  
3  
i — a '  
Q  —  ^|2/i-(/;o+/i |  )|_ 
( / ' I  ~/ 'Q 
- L O S I B U O S I A I  , . 
(/q-/ 'o)" 
3.5 Numerical illustrations and comparisons 
By following the procedures of section 3.3. as given for OFj; ,  we can also find 
the ODtimal olans for the OFo.OFo and OFt of section 3.2. We have considered so 
^  - J  T  
for the case { a ^ - a o .  3 i .  S o -  f i Q ,  f i \ )  = (0.025. 0.02.5. 0.05. 0.05. 0.0.50). 
Por this case, sampling effort at optimum LS about, cciuail}' divided between the 
first- and second-stages. .Moreover, for the cases. OFj.OFo and OF^, Ts is maxi­
mum for s roughly half-way between I and u. and drops to approximately half that 
OF-7,. TI 
would exnecied. ai .s = n, and also is iar^esl at = /. The ootimai second-stasre A O 1 o 
sampling timieand critical values are shown in Figui'e 3.4 and Figure 3.5. respectively. 
, 1  , 1  C  .  •  C  R  '  Y  \  ^  \  * 1 1  
rurlricrnlore, tiie L/L iiinclioiis lor oiir lour opiiniai iicxiOK^ piaviis are esscnna-ii\* 
same, while the A S T  functions are essentially alike, ex'cept the A S T  function of OF3. 
which is smallest near /q. and largest near //Q .  These features are pictured in Figure 
3.6 and Figure 3.7. Note here that, in Figure 3.7. the AST function for OF3 also 
dominates the AST function of STP* derived by using the analogue of OF3. 
•As already indicated in the Introduction, we also present, in Figure 3.S and 3.9. 
the OC and >457" functions for the alternative plans 55, SPRT and optimal standard 
p l a n ,  a s  b e n c h m a r k s  f o r  o u r  o p t i m a l  f l e x i b l e  p l a n s .  . - \ s  s h o w n  i n  t h o s e  f i g u r e s ,  t h e  O C  
functions for all plans are essentially same and the four AST functions are strictly 
ordered. 
3.6 AppFications to binomial (Bernoulli) case 
Wiener approximations to binomial (or normal) responses frequently occur in 
the clinical trial literature. (Whitehead [33]. Lan and DeMets [19], Jennison [17]). 
In previous sections, we introduced certain optimal plans for Wiener location prob­
lems. We consider here their use in binomial models, and discuss certain advantages 
we consider obtaining approximate optimal (in the sense of O F ]  ) flexible two-stage 
binomial plans by Wiener approximation. 
3.6.1 One-sample case 
.Assume that we are interest in a population proportion, p.  and have n Bernoulli 
^rom t.h's.ti  oo^uls-tion 1^^2,11 \* c^scs rcsoccrcl^c's r^rc in tcst/iri '^ AAA V/IA V. CLV.VIA. AII LLA LAJ. V. V. . 1 >_ V,CCI, CT.1V. C 111 IJ 
p = pQ against H'•  p =  p\  -  / 'Q < !>{  •  in tlie two-stage fra!r.c\\ 'ork, let HQ be first-stage 
sample size and {iir-kr) be second-stage sample size and crit ical value when first-stage 
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Ts function 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
sampl ing  e f fo r t  
f igure 3.4: Optimal second-stage sampling etForts 
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Ks function 
4 6 
c r i t i ca l  va lue  
Figure 0.5: ODlimal secoiiu-sLage criiical values 
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OC FUNCTIONS 
Figure 3.6: O C J ^i of S T P ' ^  and O F P *  for the Wiener process (/;(0. 1) and u;(0.5.1) 
with {a. 3) — (0.05.0.10) 
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A S l  f - U N C i i O N S  
F]giire 3.; A S T J X  of S T and O F P ' ^  for the Wiener process fr(0.1) and 2i-{0.5.1) 
with (a,/?) = (0.05.0.10) 
(;3 
OC FUNCTIONS 
O 
i rRT CO 
o 
CO 
o 
o 
c\] 
o 
o 
o 
T —1 1 1 1— 
-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
MU 
Figure 3.S: O C U  c>{ S  P  P L T  . 0  F  P * .  S T  P ' '  and S S .  for ilie Wiener process (( '(0.1) 
and u'iO.o. 1) witli (n. J) = (O.Oo. 0.10) 
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AST FUNCTIONS 
Figure 3.9: A S T [i of S  P  R T  , 0  F  .  S T  and for the Wiener process u'fO. 1) 
and u-(0.5. ]) witli (o..^) = (0.05.0.10) 
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outcome, r.  falls into continuation region. + I. • • • .u b). Define the flexible 
binomial two-stage plan. 8  Q { N ( \ :  P F \ .  P \  )  =  (770 -  ^  p -  "  5- G { I  Q . U  Q } }  •  { K R :  R  G 
{/^. }: pg, Pi). We can simply relate such a plan to an approximating flexible 
Wiener two-stage plan with hypotheses / / q  :  = 2  J R P ^  S I N ~ ^  
\ J  0 - 0  
and Hi :  Oi = 2^7p^sin~^ as in Table 3.1. Note here that the approximation 
will be better if TIQ and {nr} are large. 
Table 3.1: .Approximate binomial plan corresponding Wiener plan 
Wiener 1) witli 7q q  >  0 ;? q > n" Bernoulli with p  6 [0.1] 
Hypotheses I
I II H j  :  p  =  P j .  i  = 0. i  
O j . j T n  n  
where = { s i n  ) - . i  = 0.1 
First-stage 
sampling effort 
0
 
II
 or
-
Continuation 
region 
1 
i  
( L i i ) .  L u  ^  R  
' 
where = [/c], i iQ = ["c] 
U c  =  
2. h l n J r i  n  \ l  u W.u 
0  <  I R  <  i i R  < n Q  
Second -stage 
f lI n, c t i 0 n s 
T s  
G [ / .  " ]  
1 
n  r -  =  I 7 ?  
. -
L -
k-r = . '  )-j.  
r  G  { l B - h 3  i - - - -
1 ^ 0 T  wiiere / / ^ r  = ^ 
"  '  !  r \  n  v.'y 
•^determined by degree of appro.xi mat ions. 
• ] denotes the nearest integer. 
^Given r. . .r = 2jnQTQj)Sin-\jjf^. 
V w v.; 
G6 
In transformations relating approximating Wiener plans to binomial plans, pa­
rameters (i.e..  (<?Q.(?]) for Wiener model and (/- 'q./J] ) for binomial model) in each 
plan do depend on the other's sampling effort. This fact creates additional freedom 
of interpretation between both types of plans: for example, suppose we have a family 
of Wiener plans for a certain and varying TQ Q .  Then, that family of Wiener 
plans corresponds to a family of binomial plans with varying [pQ.pi) and fixed ng. or 
a family of binomial plans with fixed (/ 'Q-PI ) ^"d varying 7;q. Further, if we fix the 
ratio of both sampling efforts, i.e..  have a unujue for each (pQ^Pl)-
For that we can find da-[TQQ-. ojjtimization as in section 3.3.1. 
The ratio also makes possible to interpreted binomial sample size relative to 
Wiener sampling time in both stages. Therefore, without loss of generality, we fixed 
^  = 1 to set Wiener hypotheses and interpreted binomial sample sizes 
corresponding to Wiener sampling time. 
Now, let 6^(nQ*; pQ, ) be the binomial plan approximated by the optimal 
Wiener plan bic[TQ q: OQ .O\ ) for given stage-wise error restrictions, i = I. 2. 
.  o i T _ '!'* Oicmoiwii i ictuiwiio 111 iciuiv.  r ) .  i  vsii i i  a  —  / j  ci i ivi  »t | i  —  < < | |  
Lemma 3.4 b :pQ,p]  ) approx t t r ia ie i j j  i s j i cs  ih f -  . - ^ idg t -wis t  e rror  r t s i r icAwns .  
Proof: It is well known that arcs 'me .  transformation of a binomial proportion 
multiplied by the square root of sample size achieves approximate normality with a 
constant variance j .  Therefore, if we define /"O^ 0 < < 
V V "0 
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Tig. we have the approximate relation 
R-^R+0.5 
P r { s r \ p , }  ^  o ( s r  \ 2 ^ n Q ^ T * _ Q s n >  '  d s r .  (3.29) 
Now. since ng* is the nearest integer of T q  q .  the first-stage error probabilities of 
H Q  [ - I S M  
bir-.iiQ'". PQ) s; 1 -  (t( \ 
* r 1 
_ 
"0 
0 . 5 ) - 2 ^ z n - l ^  
T,  OJ)  
=  l - 0 ( -
% 1 -  $( 
= Q1 
B  
^S. O  
"•0 ~ -^0^0.0 
^0.0 
(3.30) 
and 
T S  
/* _ 1 
6 ( r : 7 2 o ^ . p i )  
r=0 
(D(.  
\l  7;n' \ >> 
_ 0 ni -
V ' '  i  
(s , .  _ ,  + 0.3)  -  2»()i  '^ /pQ 
N  ' 
I T *  
V '  
= 1 -  <Pf 
<i)( 
J'^O.O 
V 
6S 
where, both in (3.31) and (3.30), the first approximate equality is due to (3.29). the 
first equality is due to Table 3.1 with TQ ^ = TQ ^ and ;7Q = 77Q*, and the second 
approximate equality is due to the fact that (S,,;(7"g satisfies the error re­
strictions. Similarly applying the same transformation to at the second-stage, we can 
approximate the second-stage error probabilities as 
* * 
^r=ig' "i ' '  "C • • I 'O ) ^rg = kf • ' '0. '  
X,!-0.5 v'^ ' '  
' B  
•JV 
- 0  ^  Y ^ S . O  
-1-0.5 
= A O  
and 
* • * -n .  r> • _ I U  ^  \  '  L F  *  . .  \  
: ( ]  U '  ^  1  *  M  '  I '  \  —  (  = u ^ R J ^ - ,  
TO.O , I ( L' -- _L [1 ^ ^ /Y 1 T 
' J 
.0 
= 3.-). (3.33) 
(Q.E.D.) 
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Theorem 3.2 6 q[  pQ.  p i )  i s  approx imalehj  op t imal  for  the  gh:cn  s tage-wise  re­
s t r ic t ions .  
Proof: Recall 7?,a in transformations of Table 3.1 is the nearest integer of T* 
0  ^  u . c /  
It will suffice to show that, if 6  P Q .  P I )  approximately satisfies the stage-wise 
error restrictions, then 
OF|[<5^(nQ:;)0-Jn)] ^ /'O-/ 'I)] 
where 
n 12 
^ r - ^ r r / *  \ T  ^  \  ^  r  ,  I  *  N  7  1  O r i [ b B [ n Q - . p Q . p Y } \  =  / ' n  +  - /  2 ^  n y r  \  i i n .  p )  r , r  a p  \  
^  ^  ( P i  -  P n ) J p n  ,  
By transforming with Sr 
3.4, we have 
= 2sin  ^  / — a n d  0:  =  2s in  ^ . / IK .  / =  1 .  2  a s  i n  L e m m a  
V " o  '  
"0 + i «5- \A5' • ""r '">•'«1 
. N . 
< 
^ { O I -'wK -I''" v'"'"-"' • ' ' '' 
^ .V 0( .< i i>Tn n .  ,  / t77:  ) •  T . .  n  ds  dd  ] 
I n n '  [ ^ J ^  -  J i n  '  •  V  ( f ^ i  ^ ' 0  
"0 \T  ^  ^ [h f"o 
7^!' ' 'o.(I+ J,^ C.(-« 1 . ' ro„,.^7o,„)-r, 
n , A  -I  F J ' '  ~ 'J.  • J  
~ "0  + in  i n  ,  In  '  /  n  -  I ' ' 0 -  V%)  " dd  ] 
v-'l 
1 rp^ "5 
~  7 2  n  - i  I  / ) f  7 "  I  7 ? ri , / / l  7 ?T ' ( 7 ( ' 1  
" (Pl-P0)^/'0 ,-f/„ ^ 
1 3  
=  O F i  7 ? n .  7 ) 1  I I  ( 3 . 3 4 )  
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where in the equality of (3.34). we used the fact thai, for any 7?g, there is TQ ^ = 
T L  * 
rzQ which satisfies stage-wise error restrictions. If so. so does hq bv Lemma 3.4. 
"0.0 
(Q.E.D.) 
Combining Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.1. we can derive approximate optimal 
flexible binomial plans for any (pg-pj) by one optimal flexible Wiener plan. 
Theorem 3.3 Suppose  we  hace  Si i - (TQ :  / ;Q.  / < ]  )  w i t h  p r e - s p e c i f i e d  r e s t r i c t i o n s  ( a j .  3 j ) .  
I = I.  2 and define 6^(7?g: pQ, p^) c/s 
( i^O yj 'I 'c. G { * } . { K *  S E  {  E I *  }  ) •  
where  
1 l~ coin' 
^ * f r )  =  • 2 C ^ J N X T *  "  
' ' H P O ' O . O ' ' ' '  \ L :  
"n 
T *  _  ^ 0  
^0.0 -  — 
"i 
/ *  .  
71* [  S ? 7 ? (  *  •  I  1 " "  
• ' • I - N J )  
* r . -^T ,  * 
Ci ' .2 c 1 
Uc =  7?0 [ '  )  ]~  
•\hVo.o 
m ^  
" P ^  
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K* , CQT: 
_ 2(3zn-^^^-.sm-^^/jjQ) _ ' I S I Y - ^  ^ F I I - 2 S I N - ^  
" - /q-//o ^2 -
Then,  for  any  {pQ.p \ ) .  S  j ^{nQ:  pQ,  p^)  i s  npprox imatd t j  op t imal  for  the  g iven  s tage-
wise  error  res t r ic t ions .  
Proof: For any given {pQ.pi) G (0.1) x (0.1). by applying Theorem 3.1 and 
Theorem 3.2 consequently, after transformation as in Lemma 3.4. we obtains result. 
(Q.E.D.) 
Illustrations for Theorem 3.3 are made in ne.xt section which contains approx­
imated optimal flexible binomial two-stage plans for various / IQ and A. where A = 
PI -po-
3.8.2 Illustrations; one-samnlp rasp 
In this section, we provide approximate optima! flexible binomial plans ob­
tained by fi(]. j.1]) for the given (a i .  oo-ii.  io  ^ ~ (0.025.0.025,0.05.0.05). 
We choose ipQ.p]) = (0.0.5) which has optimal Tg = 19.1. Table 3.2 gives the 
approximate optimal flexible binomial plans for selected values of /)Q in (0.1) and 
A = O.I. similarly. Tabie 3.3 for A = 0.15 and Table 3.4 for A = 0.20. 
Table 3.2: The a])proximate optimal flexible binomial plan for A = 0.1 
1 Po 1 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 
K" 119 118 114 108 100 89 75 59 
Rx'  Rx  Rx  Rx  Rx  Rx  Rx  Rx  
56 89 49 61 88 53 (55 85 55 67 80 56 67 75 56 64 66 53 58 56 48 48 44 40 
57 102 55 62 89 53 ()6 94 60 68 90 62 68 89 65 65 79 62 59 70 59 49 44 40 
58 121 ()4 63 115 66 67 115 72 69 110 74 69 106 76 66 95 73 60 83 68 50 63 55 
59 132 ()8 64 128 73 68 126 78 70 121 80 70 114 81 67 102 78 61 87 70 51 68 59 
(iO 137 70 65 135 76 69 132 80 71 125 82 71 116 81 68 103 77 62 83 66 52 63 53 
(il 138 ()9 (16 137 76 70 132 79 72 124 80 72 112 77 69 97 72 63 69 54 1)3 51 42 
02 134 66 67 133 72 71 127 75 73 117 75 73 102 69 70 82 59 
(13 122 59 68 126 68 72 116 67 74 106 67 74 87 58 
64 107 50 69 114 60 73 101 58 75 94 58 
70 102 53 
/fo' /?<, Rc Ro Ro Ro Ro Ro 
0,04484 0.04328 0.04580 0.04369 0.05288 0.05228 0.04336 0.03809 
P'  0.10269 0.09962 0.09927 0.09985 0.08464 0.08915 0.10874 0.11566 
"approx imate  op t imal  f i r s t - s t age  s ample  s i ' . ' . e  
" • f i r s t - s t age  ou lco t i i e ,  approx imate  op t imal  3 i : cond-s tage  sample  s ize  and  second-s tage  c r i t i ca l  va lue ,  r espec t ive ly  
' ^ re jec t  l iypo t l i i i s i s  p =  ; ) i  
' ' r e j ec t  l iypo t l i e s i s  p =  po 
' obse rved  f t  u s ing  exac t  b inomia l  p robab i l i t i e s  
• ' obse rved  J3  us ing  exac t  b inomia l  p robab i l i t i e s  
Table 3.2 (Continued) 
r » [_ 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 O
 
o
 
0.35 0.40 
"" 
40 59 75 89 100 108 114 118 
(»•, nr,kr) ' '  Rx" /?. Ri Ri Ri Ri Ri Ri 
2 30 3 7 44 8 K; 56 13 19 66 19 27 75 26 35 80 31 42 85 37 50 88 43 
3 35 4 8 61 9 H 77 16 20 70 20 28 93 31 36 104 38 43 91 40 51 112 53 
4 16 4 9 68 9 1£ 86 17 21 92 24 29 108 34 37 117 42 44 114 48 52 126 58 
5 42 2 10 66 8 16 86 16 22 101 25 30 115 35 38 124 43 45 126 51 53 134 61 
6 35 1 11 55 6 17 79 14 23 103 25 31 115 34 39 125 43 46 131 53 54 137 61 
18 65 10 24 99 23 32 111 32 40 121 40 47 132 52 55 135 59 
25 88 19 33 100 28 41 111 36 48 128 49 56 127 54 
26 77 16 34 87 23 42 95 29 49 117 44 57 115 48 
50 103 37 58 102 42 
Ro' Ro Ro Ro Ro Ro Ro Ro 
a' 0.05025 0.04709 0.04217 0.04702 0.04113 0.05038 0.05044 0.05048 
P' 0.08696 0.09117 0.10256 0.08852 0.10285 0.09252 0.09045 0.09026 
"approx imate  op t imal  f i r s t - s t age  sample  . s i ze  
' f i r s l - s l a i ; e  ou lccn ie ,  approx i inh le  op t imal  second-s tage  sample  s ize  and  second-s tage  c r i t i ca l  va lue ,  r e spec t ive ly  
•^ re jec t  l iypo t i i e s i s  p  =  p i  
' ' r e j ec t  hypo thes i s  p  =  po  
' ohse rved  a  us ing  exac t  b inomia l  p robah i l i t i r s  
' obse rved  /?  us i i i , ;  exac t  b inomia l  p robab i l i t i e s  
Table 3.U: The appro):iiiiate optimal flexible binomial plan for A — 0.15 
1 LIL 1 0.05 0.10 1 C.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 
"n" 21 29 36 42 46 49 51 53 
R X  /?. Ri Rx Rx Rx 
1 16 2 3 22 4 6 ;!7 7 9 31 11 13 34 13 16 37 16 19 38 18 22 39 21 
2 21 2 '1 24 5 7 ;i4 8 10 36 12 14 47 16 17 45 18 20 40 19 23 39 21 
3 2 \  2 5 33 5 8 < 1 9 11 46 14 15 53 17 18 54 21 21 54 24 24 54 28 
•1 18 0 f) 32 4 9 41 8 12 49 13 16 53 16 19 57 21 22 59 25 25 60 29 
7 25 2 10 C' 3 5 13 45 11 17 47 13 20 55 19 23 59 24 26 61 29 
14 36 8 18 40 10 21 47 15 24 53 20 27 57 26 
25 44 16 28 48 21 
Ti/ J I )  Ro Ro Ro Ro Ro 
a' 0.05331 0.05170 0.04913 0.03547 0.04372 0.04921 0.04789 0.04747 
0.07373 0.08484 0.0;!334 0.10619 0.09403 0.08953 0.09053 0.09226 
"approximate optimal first-stage sample (lize 
'first-s'age outcoinc, approximate optimal secoini-stage sample size and second-stage critical value, respectively 
'ri:ject hypothesis p = p\ 
'^reject, l iypotliesis p = po 
'observed ft iising o.act binomial probabilities 
•'observed /3 iising exact binotnial probabilities 
liable 3.3 (Continued) 
;'0 I I  0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 
K" 53 51 49 46 42 36 29 21 
lU'  Ih R^ Ri RA  R: Ri R ,  
25 3i) 23 27 38 24 28 37 25 29 34 26 28 31 25 26 27 23 23 22 20 17 16 15 
2() 'Ki 27 28 45 27 29 3 7 25 30 44 32 29 35 27 27 32 27 24 32 27 18 19 18 
27 57 31 29 55 33 30 5! 33 31 52 36 30 46 34 28 41 33 25 33 27 19 24 21 
28 61 33 30 59 34 31 5') 35 32 53 36 31 49 36 29 41 32 26 25 20 20 18 15 
29 61 31 31 58 32 32 5i) 34 33 49 32 32 45 32 30 33 24 
30 55 27 32 51 27 33 51 30 34 40 25 33 36 25 
31 46 22 33 44 23 34 4:5 24 
/?(.' Ro /'o /?o Ro Ro Ro Ro 
a' 0.04704 0.04659 0.05226 0.04222 0.04994 0.04618 0.03982 0.04506 
0.08&30 0.09322 0.08238 0.10068 0.08627 0.10012 0.11070 0.09796 
"approximate opt imE .I f i rs t -s tage sample size 
'first-stage outcome, approximate optimal secoiici-iitage sample size and second-stage critical value, respectively 
•^reject hypothesis p ;= pi 
''reject hypothesis p po  
'observed a using exact binomial piobabilities 
•'observed /? using exact binomial probabilities 
Tal)k; 3.4: The approximate optimal flexible binomial plan for A = 0.2 
[ Po 0.0.5 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 
"o" i;i 18 2> 24 27 28 29 29 
(r ,n, . ,kr) ' '  IW Ri ^(i «. Ri R,  Ri  Ri  
1 10 1 2 13 3 4 16 5 5 18 6 7 20 9 9 21 10 11 22 11 13 22 12 
2 15 1 3 19 3 5 24 6 6 18 6 8 21 9 10 24 11 12 27 13 14 30 16 
3  1 1 0  4 21 3 G 25 5 7 27 8 9 30 11 11 31 13 13 33 15 15 34 16 
5 16 1 7 19 2 8 27 7 10 31 11 12 32 13 14 33 14 16 32 15 
9 23 5 11 27 8 13 28 10 15 29 11 17 25 10 
Ro Ro Ro Ro Ro Ro Ro 
a '  0.06155 0.05663 0.04769 0.05341 0.04263 0.04269 0.05494 0.04970 
0.07002 0.06703 0.08123 0.08364 0.09663 0.10441 0.07954 0.09123 
"approximate optimal first-stage sample size 
'first-stage outcome, approximate optimal second stage sample size and second-stage critical value, respectively 
'rejcct hypothesis p ;)i 
''reject hypothesis p =; po 
'observed a iising exiict binomial probabilities 
•'observed /3 using exE.ct binoinial probabilities 
'R'lBrmiWnBSRIIIIHU'* iiiinnji.-
Table 3.4 (Contiiiiuicl) 
Po 0.45 0.50 0.55 J 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 
< 29 28 27 24 22 18 13 
(r , ur , f c r ) ' '  Ri Ii \  Ry Ri  Ri  /?. 
14 22 14 15 21 15 HI 20 15 15 18 13 15 16 14 13 13 12 10 10 9 
15 21 17 16 27 18 17 29 20 16 20 15 16 23 18 14 18 15 11 13 12 
16 :KI 19 17 32 20 18 31 20 17 27 19 17 25 19 15 21 17 12 14 12 
17 ;t3 18 18 32 19 19 28 17 18 27 18 18 20 14 16 16 12 
18 '<>.8 14 19 26 14 20 23 14 19 21 13 
Bo' Ro Ro Ro Rc Ro Ro 
cY 0.0 'i:236 0.03950 0.04181 0.06427 0.05297 0.04643 0.05321 
0'  0.10521 0.10781 0.09647 0.07432 0.07952 0.08622 0.11940 
"approximate optimal fitst-atage sample sir.e 
'fir.it-stage outcome, approximate optimal second stage sample size and second-stage critical value, respectively 
•^reject liypotliesis p =: pi 
•^reject  hypothes i s  p -•  po 
'observed a iising exf.ct binomial probabilities 
•'observed 0 using exact binomial probabilities 
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For all three cases, maximum values of the optimal first-stage sample size TIQ 
occur near pg = 0.5 and smaller values of ng occur near pg = 0 and pg = 1. 
The upper and lower end points of the continuation regions roughly reflect the two 
hypothesis points, and the second-stage sample sizes are very similar to those for 
the first stage, no doubt reflecting the equal error rate allocation to the two stages. 
Finally, as expected, optimal sample sizes are reversely related to A. The Tables also 
contain a and 3 rates computed by exact binomial probabilities. Here v/e observe, 
again as expected, that large sample size lead to smaller discrepancies between target 
error rates, (0.05,0.10), and the corresponding exact error rates. 
3.6.3 Two-sample case 
Suppose we are interested in testing i^g : {pQ,pj') = (pg,pg) against Hi : 
[Pq-VT) — (PO'Pl)' PO Pi- difference of arcsine transformation between 
pj and PQ is well defined because of norm.ality. Therefore, we consider testing 
i/g • ^0 ~ against Hi : 6i = \/2{sin'~'^ ^J^^,jpi — sin~^ to derive 
^ • >  . ' i i  
U I D .lL. i  lie uiUL-CUUiCb die V SS-ITIG 3 J S  
one-sample case in section 3.5.1 with , = 1. 
Assume we have same numbers of Bernoulli trials for control and treatment and 
SiuiT* n '.On.O-:) for ore-soecified error restrictions (a:,/5-), i = 1. 2. Then, for the 
given {pn,pi^), define - PO' = ("O' 
r e po,Pi) where po = (pg,pg), Pi = (pg,pi) and 
("0''T5'"r5' ^ {KR-T £ Q)]) 
p*T* 
. /vf) J. C 
~ '•0' ^9-{i T*"' ^ ^ {^^'"5)}) (3-35) 
Tn a 
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where SR = J-IUQLQ^GISIN ^ \/5) '' = I^^T-T-^C)-
Lemma 3.5 6j'^(7?*q; po. pi ) appwxiniatchj  .«i t is j ics  s tngc-irise restrict ions.  
Proof: Recall UQ in (3.35) is the nearest integer of TQ. By the facts that 
normality of the difference of norm.al responses and arcsine a,nd scale transform.ation 
cl  {~^ c / 'p  
for both proportions. —^ and —as in Lemma3.4. we have approximate probability 
'0 ' 0  
PT { & T  I PO-Pll 
~ 5 V^)- (3.36) 
Therefore, the first-stage error probabilities of j^{n* Q-PQ^ Pl)  approximately 
I T * 
and 
0 
Q)-^/2{S^N ^,/^-SZN ^ ,/PN . 
L*N-V2IS in ^, /Pi  ^ ^YPI 
v^d 
c|>(. 
= 3' 
J* F] , 7^* 
^^N. 
13. 
so 
and the second-stage error probabilities are approximately 
/ / *  
TB 
/CT * 
V " -^r 
Q9 (3.39) 
and  wi th  
F{3R,PQ,PL) = 
I * /O/ '  —1 /— ' —1 I—\ • A '  ^  —  >  /  / 1  7  7 T  ^  / 7 )  1  —  w  r n  / n  i  i n , - .  
-o/- y -v- y r I •-- -
'TB 
F^'~RJD /~ •] 1 J 
y^* ^ G(5r 1 V2(^n), ^-sin ^/l^)nl.^nQ)[F[sr.p{)-.P\)\dsr 
• ) \ d s  
JL* JIG 
= 3--) 
H.E'-'IT,/ 
r.. 
(3.40) 
O \ / o ••) v"^ \ / o on \ 1 .'o «r> \ ^ i * \ O V I •_>.•> < I . I O.OO }. 1 •).•).-; I A 1 IN I . ) . -HN. CH [I coiic'i i K K" I I iri I CT'  R:) \ I I  N: IJN. OT I A DDTOX-
imately satisfies stage-wise error restrictions. (Q.E.D.) 
Since we defined OF^ for one-sample case in scction 3.2. define 
OFi[ 62-^(77,0: po-Pi) J 
= ! /•"' F'TB 
-  • 10,  - tMJO:,  Jrr„ ' '  
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where ~ ® 
5, = RTTT - SIN~'^ /TJK] 
Theorem 3.4 po. pi) /.s approximately opti inal  for the given stage-iaise 
restrict ions.  
Proof: Recall 77* in (3.35i is the nearest interer of Tn. It will suffice to show u ^ ° u 
that, if (5^(77q; po-pi) approximately satisfies the stage-wi.se error restrictions, then 
0~Fi[Si^{7i^:po,pi)] < OF][(5/^(770; Po-Pi)] 
As mentioned in previous lemma, we can approximate 
^ or * , 1 /"^l F^'TD* , I , * * , ;ai 
" "0 - ''' "o- V"o)' ] 
o * 272 
" In i "^0,-v^i • <">i 
'H Kr , ^ r'o . / . 1 . JT /T \ T . J.J T 
• 1 i n n ~r —: :—" i  i .  •> i </ i n w i n /; j * -/ ,> /j u.> uu \ 
i n / i '  - U D l J U r .  J i n  V  0.^^ ''•'1 -"•() 
RO] FLLFI 
^ ^ 0 . 0  +  7 7 ,  i n  '  ! i  '  
~ "-[ "0 + ^ ^ I i )  nQ. ) - 7?^^^. dsr dv ] 
r - f^l 
~ "0 ^ 777. HIT //,. /.' ^ I "0- j I V/ 1 I I J »/ V » • ^ I t I J 
' i. u' u 1 U 
where in the equality of (3.41). we used the fact that, for any 77Q . there is TQ Q = 
* 
77Q7=3— which satisfies the stage-wise error rcstriciions. Therefore. 7?q also saiisfies 
^Q.O 
the stage-wise error restrictions by Lemma 3.5. (Q.E.D.) 
Theorem 3.5 Suppose we i iave dic{lQ : / /Q .  / / | )  w i t h  p r c - s p c c i j i e d  r e s t r i c t i o n s  ( Q^- .  3^] 
i  =  1 . 2  a n d  d e f i n e  S j ^ ( n Q :  p o .  p i )  a s  
("O- ^75' "Ti?- ^ ^ (^75- "7^)} 
*T* 
,Trn* 1 7* * rr fl _ / >* *\i (;* ^ '  I* * \  1 \  
- U^o 6'J' Tc''"rc-)}• ^ -'}) 
^0.0 
where 
with c^ = 
II *
o
 
^0* 
• )  
1* — ITC - r Ci 
•^2^0* 
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*
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* 
u 
r 
'^1 
^2^0 
9 CT I 
II T* 
•> 
X 
^ .s 
q 
• )  
V/2(5Z72~ ^ 
a n d  o  
— \/2//Q(.si77 1 V. 1
 
o
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/n-/'o .wi-/'o 
any pQ and p^ , <5p(7?q: po-pi I /•? approximate!i j  o pt imal for given stage 
wise error restrict ions.  
Proof: For given /;Q and /J [ .  a p j ) I y  Theorem 3 . 1 .  riieu we have appro.ximate op­
tima! plan with. OQ = 0 and 0-^ = \^{.<IN~^ ?-Ppb' Th.eorcni 
3.1 wi th gi ven and CO to to SIDTQ: / / Q . / Q  ) .  (Q.E.D.) 
Illustrations for Theorem 3.5 are made in next section which contains approxi­
mated optimal flexible binomial two-stage plans for various /;Q and pi. 
3.6.4 Illustrations: two-sample case 
In this section, we pro\'ide approximate o[)timai fiexiijie l)inomiai plans for two 
sample case obtained by TQ ;/^Q./q ) for the given (a . QO--ii. Jo) = (0.025. 0.025, 
0.05. 0.05). VVe choose same (//Q./q) used in section .3.6.2. IVble 3.5 shows approx­
imate optimal first-stage sample size for various /)g and pi values. For fixed pQ, 
testing the closer pj: has the larger approximate optimal sample sizes. If pi — pQ is 
extreme, e.g.. {pQ~Pi) — (0.1,O.S). the optimal first-stage sample size is too sm.all. 
therefore, approximation should be poor for such cases. However, in practical point 
of viev«. we are not interest in such extreme case. For the all pQ we considered, the 
optimal first-stage sample sizes are reasonabl}' large when — J)Q is less than 0.2. 
r h c  I c i r S C S t  S c i T T i M i c  S i Z C  O C C V i i ' S  h \  T ' t \  —  w . - j .  i l  i S  c X u c C  i  t ' v i  V \ V  t  i ' i c  O O i i i i m i  
6ic{Tq : fLQ. pi ) obtained by OF^. The sccontl-stagc sample sizes and critical values, 
ior selected (po-Z-'l)- indicated in Table -3.5, are shown in the Table 3.6. Table 
3.7, Table 3.S and Table 3.9. For all cases, the second-stage sample sizes are similar 
to those of first-stage, respectively, and the large difference of first-stage evidence 
leads the svidc lejecLioii regions and the maxnnuni sainpie size occurs in the m.iddle 
of continuation region as observed in Wiener two-stage plans. 
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Table 3.5: .Approximate optimal first-stage sample size 7;q for two-sample case 
Pi \?n 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 
0.15 414 ! 
0.20 119 
0.25 59 665 
0.30 36 178" 
0.35 25 83^ 83S 
0.40 IS 49^ 216 
0.45 14 32 99 934 
0.50 11 23 56 236 
0.55 9 17 37 105 953^ 
0.60 8 13 25 59 236 
0.65 6 11 19 37 103 895 
j 
O
 
o
 5  9 14 25 56 216 
0.75 5 7 11 18 35 92 
0.80 li 4  13 23 49 
" i'Or the second-stage, see ia.bie o.ii 
^For the second-stage, see Table 3.7 
'^For the second-stage, see Table 3.8 
ror tne secona-stage.  see laoie - i .v  
So 
Table 3.6: .Approximate optimal fiexii^Ie binomial two-stage plans for 
two-sample case : ~ (0.2.U.3) 
(qV "2- -h • 4) = (0.02512. 0.02506, 0.01972. 0.04957) 
T i d j ^ . d C f  * b 
" T{drp.dC) R* C T[drp.dC) 
( 0.02870. 0.02987 J 133 ( 0.11448. 1.57080 J 
( 0.02987. 0.03105 ] 139 ( 0.11054. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03105, 0.03222 ] 145 ( 0.10692. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03222, 0.03340 ] 1 =n i  • j \ j  ( 0.10.390. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03340. 0.03-^57 ^ 155 { 0.101Q6. 1.57080 ^ 
( 0.03457, 0.03575 ] 1.59 ( 0.09868, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03575, 0.03692 ] 163 ( 0.09640. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03692, 0.03810 ] 167 ( 0.09421, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03810. 0.03927 ] 171 ( 0.09211, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.0.3927. 0.04044 ] 174 ( 0.09033. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04044. 0.04162 ] 177 ( 0.08860. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04162, 0.04279 ] ISO ( 0.08691. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04279. 0.04397 ] 182 ( 0.08550. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04397. 0.04514 ] 185 ( 0.08387, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04514. 0.04632 ] 187 ( 0.08251. 1.57080 ] 
/ rv J .-V 1 1 0.0-1749 1 1 .>0 i n n ,s 1 1 n V 1 nTHsn 1 
( 0.04749. 0.04867 ] 191 ( 0.07982. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04867. 0.04984 1 i 93 1 0.078-19. 
> 
1.57080 ] 
1 / r, 4 r\r> ^ ( u.u^iyb-i. A - 1 A1 U.UOIUS i 195 ( 0.0771S. 1.57080 ] 
1 
' ^ T ( d r r . d C )  =  s i v  , ,  ,  
V "0 V "0 
^aDProximate seconci-stace samole size 
^'if sin - 1  
ti9 
z_ 
— 
'C 
\1 "T(Jr.ciC) 
t h e n  r e j e c t  / / Q  
\  i  /  r  r \  \i 7 I A^R.DL ) 1 J 
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iable 3.G (Continued) 
I  ( d j ' . d C ) ' ^  
' •  T { d f . d C )  ^ ' T [ d r . d C ) ^  
0.05102. 0.05219 ] 196 ( 0.07608. 1.57080 
0.05219. 0.05337 ] 198 ( 0.0747S. 1.57080 
0.05337, 0.05454 j 199 ( 0.07368. 1.57080 
0.05454. 0.05572 ] 200 ( 0.07258. 1.57080 
0.05572. 0.056S9 ] 201 ( 0.07148. 1.57080 
0.05689. 0.05806 ] 202 ( 0.07038, 1.57080 
0.05806. 0.05924 ] 203 ( 0.06928. 1.57080 
0.05924, 0.06041 ] 204 ( 0.06817. 1.57080 
0.06041. 0.06159 ] 205 ( 0.06706. 1.57080 
0.06159. 0.06276 ] 205 ( 0.06611. 1.57080 
0.06276, 0.06394 ] 206 ( 0.06499. 1.57080 
0.06394, 0.06511 ] 206 ( 0.06401, 1.57080 
0.06511, 0.06629 ] 206 ( 0.06303. 1.57080 
0.06629. 0.06746 ] 206 ( 0.06203. 1.57080 
0.06746. 0.06864 ] 206 ( 0.06102, 1.570S0 
0.06864, 0.06981 ] 206 ( 0.06000. 1.57080 
0.06981. 0.07099 ] 206 ( 0.05896. 1.57080 
0.07099. 0.07216 ] 206 ( 0.05791. 1.57080 
0.07216. 0.07334 ] 206 ( 0.05684. 1.57080 
0.07334. 0.07451 1 205 ( 0.05589. 1.57080 
U.U7451. 0.07569 ] 204 ( (J.05492. 1.57U80 
0.07569. 0.076S6 ] 204 ( 0.05379. 1.57080 
U.07686. 0.07803 ! 203 ( 0.05278. 1.57080 
0.07803. 0.07921 j 202 f 0.05173. 1.57080 
'1 ! sin 
I (I F~P 
"0 
— .sin 
^approximate second-stage sample size 
- 1  
(I R-' t . 
7„o 
C : c  11 I'LN 
DOR 
:<LIL ^HR 
\i I[DJ,AC) 
then reject //n 
r > *  
1 ^ 0,7'. 6 L I 
87 
x<li-»iv_ 'J ^v_UiitiiiuCv_ij 
T [ d j . d C Y '  
"  T i d f J C )  
p* c 
^  T [ d r p . d C )  
( 0.07921. 0.0S03S ] 201 ( 0.05067, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.0S038. 0.0S156 ] 200 ( 0.04957. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.08156. 0.0S273 ] 199 ( 0.04844. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.0S273. 0.0S391 ] 197 { 0.04740. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.08391. 0.0S50S ] 196 ( 0.04621. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.0850S. 0.08626 ] 195 ( 0.04498, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.08626. 0.08743 ] 193 ( 0.04382. 1.57080 ] 
I n 0:57,n n n«««i i ^ JL  I 1 m ^  ^  1 .  1 n n i0(?0 1 -Tncn i v.v-/-XwU^, X.VIUOU i 
( 0.08861, 0.08978 ] 189 ( 0.04137. 1..57080 ] 
( 0.08978. 0.09096 ] 187 ( 0.04008. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.09096. 0.09213 ] 185 ( 0.03872. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.09213. 0.09.331 ] 183 ( 0.03731. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.09.331. 0.09448 ] ISO ( 0.03593. 1.57080 j 
( 0.09448. 0.09566 ] 178 ( 0.03438. 1.57080 | 
( 0.09566. 0.09683 ] 175 ( 0.03284. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.09683. 0.09800 ] 172 ( 0.03121. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.09800. 0.09918 ] 169 ( 0.02948. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.09918. 0.100.35 ] 166 ( 0.02764. 1..57080 ] 
1 1 1). M M lAn 11 i 11 1 n.s 1 1 /' M mv.^7^ i =^7ns;fi i 
( 0.10153, 0.10270 ] 159 ( 0.02.363. 1.57080 j 
( 0.10270. 0.103S8 ] 155 I  f! n-)!.!•:> 1 -Tn:5ri i 
, J 
^approximale second-stage sample size 
C:r .-^-l 1 . -1 i ' '2r 
\i "^TIDRR.DO \\ "^TID-R^JC) ^ \ J. ' \ ^ 1 ' 
then reject IIQ 
Table 3.7: Approximate optimal flexible binomial two-stage plans for 
two-sample case : {pQ.])i ) = (0.2.0.35) 
= (0.024S1.0.024S6,0.0504S.0.050S7) 
T i d j - . d C f  
' ^ * T [ d r . d C ) ^  
p *  c  
^  T { d r J C )  
( 0.04203. 0.04375 1 J  62 ( 0.16812. 1.57080 1  J  
( 0.04375. 0.04547 ] 65 ( 0.16209. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04547. 0.04719 ] 68 ( 0.15655. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04719. 0.04S91 ] 70 ( 0.15251. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04891. 0.05063 1 72 ( 0.14868. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.05063. 0.05235 j 74 ( 0.14504. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.05235. 0.05407 ] 76 ( 0.14156. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.05407. 0.05579 ] 78 ( 0.13S23. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.05579, 0.05751 ] 80 ( 0.13502. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.05751. 0.05923 ] 81 ( 0.13275. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.05923. 0.06095 ] 82 ( 0.13052. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.06095. 0.06267 ] 84 ( 0.12757. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.06267. 0.06-:39 i 85 ( 0.12544. 1.57080 i 
( 0.06439. 0.06611 ] 86 ( 0.12335. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.06611. 0.067S3 ] 87 ( 0.12129. 1.57080 ] 
t  a  n / r r - o o  
1  I  \ j . u u  1  0 ' > .  A  n r r v * '  -  1  o o  
/  n  1  1  n  o  r  
\  U .  i  i  
1  r — A O A  1  
I  . ' J  i  U O U  1  
( 0.06955. 0.07127 i 89 ( 0.11724. 1.57080 j 
( 0.07127. 0.07299 ! 90 ( 0.11526. 1.57080 ] 
1 / n n-^ooo j  \  n  n — 1  —  1  1  U . U  <  t  i  i  J  0  9 i  ( 0.11329. 1  A O A  1  i  . 0  i u o u  j  
V "6 V "6 
approximate second-stage sample size 
.  d C )  =  
b  
sin 
J 
-IT 
.<in • 1  "2r G IR-R 
" T i d  
then reject HQ 
p.ac- I \\ ''TIDRR.DC] 
T ( d j . d C )  •  
S9 
Fable 3.7 (Continued] 
T i d j . d C ) " ^  
" ^ T i d j . d C ] '  
C 
^  T { d r J C )  
0.07471. 0.07643 ] 92 ( 0.11134. 1.57080 ] 
0.07643. 0.07S15 1 92 ( 0.11001. 1.57080 ] 
0.07S15. 0.07987 j 93 ( O.IOSOS. 1.57080 ] 
0.07987. 0.08159 ] 93 ( 0.10673. 1.570S0 j 
0.GS159. 0.08331 ] 94 ( 0.10481. 1.570S0 ] 
O.OS331. 0.08503 ] 94 ( 0.10345, 1.57080 ] 
0.0S503. 0.08675 ] 95 ( 0.10154. 1.57080 ] 
0.0S675. 0.08847 ] 95 ( 0.10017, 1.57080 ] 
O.OS847. 0.09019 j 95 ( 0.09878, 1.570S0 ] 
0.09019. 0.09191 j 96 ( 0.09687. 1.57080 ] 
0.09191. 0.09363 ] 96 ( 0.09545, 1.57080 ] 
0.09363. 0.09535 ] 96 ( 0.09403, 1.57080 ] 
0.09535, 0.09707 ] 96 ( 0.09258, 1.57080 ] 
0.09707. 0.09879 j 96 ( 0.09112. 1.570S0 ] 
0.09879. 0.10051 ] 96 ( 0.08963. 1.57080 ] 
0.10051. 0.10224 ] 96 ( 0.08813. 1.57080 ] 
0.10224. 0.10396 j 96 ( 0.08661. 1.570S0 j 
0.10396. 0.10568 j  96 ( 0.08506. 1.570S0 ] 
0.10568. 0.10740 ] 96 ( 0.08349. 1.57080 1 
0 10740 ninQi9i % I 0 0,^190, 1 .570S0 1 
. - - - - - , J 
0.10912. 0.11084 1 95 ( 0.08070. 1.57080 ] 
O.llOS-k 0.11256 j  95 ( 0.07904. 1.570S0 ] 
0.11256. 0.11428 ] 95 ( 0.07736. 1.570S0 ] 
0.11428. 0.11600 1 94 I 0.07604. 1.57080 1 
R-^  dC) = sin ^ ,  
V "0 V "O 
'^aoDroxinriate second-sta2:e samnle size 
'It sm ' 
• \ j -Tidj .dC) 
. > ? n  
''TIDJJC] 
E IT Tid-r.dC) • 
then reject  f /n 
90 
XC l l - » lC  - J .  I  
TIDJ.DCY 
''*T{DF.DC) 
n* C 
^ T(DR.DC) 
( 0.11600. 0.11772 ] 94 ( 0.07429. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.11772. 0.11944 ] 93 ( 0.07289. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.11944, 0.12116 ] 93 ( 0.07105. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.12116. 0.122SS ] 92 ( 0.06955. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.12288. 0.12460 ] 91 ( 0.06800. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.12460. 0.12632 J 91 ( 0.06602. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.12632. 0.12S04 ] 90 ( 0.06435. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.12801, 0.12976 ] 
( 0.12976. 0.1314S ] 
S9 ' 0.06261, 1.57080 ^ 
SS ( 0.06080. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.13148. 0.13320 ] 87 ( 0.05891. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.13320. 0.13492 ] 86 ( 0.05695. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.13492. 0.13664 ] 85 ( 0.05489. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.13664. 0.13836 ] 84 ( 0.05274. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.13836. 0.14008 ] S3 ( 0.05048. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.14008. 0.14180 ] 82 ( 0.04811, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.14180. 0.14352 ] 80 ( 0.04589. 1.57080 j 
( 0.14352. 0.14524 ] 79 ( 0.04324, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.14524. 0.14696 ] 77 ( 0.04070, 1.57080 ] 
1 i' u.lanMn. n.lo-iNn.N i 7 FT \ n.rii^TTO. 1 i 
( 0.14S68. 0.15040 ] 74 ( 0.03474. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.15040. 0.15212 ] 72 (• n -1 1 ^iTn.'Cir, j 
'^approximate second-stage sample size 
I TT i 
C:r ,..,-1 I ^--^T • -1 I ^ 
1 7^=^ i T id-r .dC) '  
\\ T(DRRAC) \l "rff/'r.JD ' ^ Y • J. ' \ ± 
then rcjccl  / /q 
91 
Table 3.S; Approximate optimal flexible binomial two-stage plans for 
two-sample case : (pQ.pi) = (0.2.0.4) 
(Ql.Qo. ii- io) = (0.02511.0.02.510.0.01972. 0.04938) 
T i d j ^ . d C f  
" T i d r - d C )  /?* c T i d r . d C )  
( 0.05470. 0.05694 ] 37 ( 0.21705. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.05694. 0.05917 ] 3S ( 0.21142. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.05917. 0.06141 ] 40 ( 0.20.357. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.06141. 0.06365 i 41 ( 0.19874. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.06365. 0.065S9 j 43 ( 0.19187. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.065S9. 0.06S13 j 44 ( 0.1S759. 1.57080 j 
( 0.06S13. 0.07037 ] 45 ( 0.18347. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.07037. 0.07261 ] 46 ( 0.17951. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.072G1. 0.074S5 ] 47 ( 0.17569. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.07485. 0.07709 1 4S ( 0.17199. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.07709. 0.07932 j 49 ( 0.16840. 1.57080 j 
( 0.07932. 0.08156 ] 49 ( 0.16658. 1.570S0 j 
( 0.08156. 0.083S0 ] 50 ( 0.16312. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.08380, 0.08604 j 51 ( 0.15975. 1.57080 j 
( 0.08604. 0.08S2S ] 52 ( 0.15646. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.08828. 0.09052 j 5*^ ( 0.15472. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.09052. 0.09276 ] 53 ( 0.15152. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.09276. 0.09500 ] 53 ( 0.14979. 1.57080 1 
( 0.09500. 0.09724 j 54 ( 0.14667. 1.57080 ] 
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Table 3.8 (Continued) 
TIDP-DCY 
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C  
T ( d r M C )  
0.09724. 0.09947 ] 54 ( 0.14494, 1.57080 ] 
0.09947. 0.10171 ] 54 ( 0.14.320. 1.57080 ] 
0.10171. 0.10395 ] 55 ( 0.14016. 1.57080 ] 
0.10395. 0.10619 ] 55 ( 0.13842, 1.57080 ] 
0.10619. 0.10S43 ] 55 ( 0.1.3666, 1.57080 ] 
0.10843. 0.11067 ] 56 ( 0.13368. 1.57080 ] 
0.11067. 0.11291 ] 56 ( 0.13190. 1.57080 ] 
0.11291. 0.11515 1 56 ( 0.13012. 1.57080 ] 
0.11515. 0.11739 i 56 ( 0.12831, 1.57080 j  
0.11739. 0.11962 ] 57 ( 0.12537, 1.57080 ] 
0.11962. 0.12186 ] 57 ( 0.12354, 1.57080 ] 
0.12186. 0.12410 1 57 ( 0.12170. 1.57080 ] 
0.12410. 0.12634 j 57 ( 0.11983, 1.57080 ] 
0.12634. 0.12S5S ] 57 ( 0.11793, 1.57080 ] 
0.12858. 0.13082 ] 57 ( 0.11601, 1.57080 ] 
0.13082, 0.13306 ] 57 ( 0.11407, 1.57080 ] 
0.13.306. 0.13530 ] 57 ( 0.11209, 1.57080 ] 
0.13530. 0.13754 j 57 ( 0.11009. 1.57080 ] 
0.13754. 0.13977 ] 57 ( 0.10806. 1.57080 ] 
0.13977. 0.14201 ] o6 ( 0.10694. 1.570S0 ] 
0.14201, 0.14425 ] 56 ( 0.10483. 1.57080 ] 
0.14425. 0.14649 ] 56 ( 0.10267. 1.57080 ] 
0.14649. 0.14S73 j  56 ( 0.10049. 1.57080 ] 
0.14873, 0.15097 ] ( 0.09826. 1.57080 ] 
V "0 V "0 
"aoDroximate secoiid-stase sarnole .size 
' it  sin' 
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0.15097, 0.15321 ] 55 ( 0.09686. 1.57080 
0.15321, 0.15545 ] 55 ( 0.09452. 1.57080 
0.15545. 0.15769 j 55 ( 0.09214. 1.57080 
0.15769, 0.15992 ] - ( Ot I  n nnnr: i ^ --non u.u:juOi. i.O<uou 
0.15992. 0.16216 ] 54 ( 0.08803. 1.57080 
0.16216. 0.16440 ] 54 ( 0.08547. 1.57080 
0.16440. 0.16664 ] 53 ( 0.08363. 1.57080 
n ^ r.'cr ^ r\ w o 0 "• U.iUUU-t. u.iuoOo J -•JO ( V.VOUVL, L.OLUOU 
0.16SSS. 0.17112 ] 52 ( 0.07888. 1.57080 
0.17112. 0.17336 ] 52 ( 0.07600. 1.57080 
0.17336. 0.17560 ] 51 ( 0.07375. 1.57080 
0.17560. 0.17784 1 J 50 ( 0.07138. 1.57080 
0.177S4. O.ISOOS i 50 ( 0.06817. 1.57080 
O.ISOOS. 0.1S231 ] 49 ( 0.06552. 1.57080 
0.18231. 0.18455 ] 48 ( 0.06271. 1.57080 
0.18455. 0.18679 1 47 ( 0.05971. 1.57080 
0.18679. 0.18903 j 47 ( 0.05591, 1.57080 
0.18903. 0.19127 j 46 ( 0.05251, 1.57080 
M lOl';7 M lOV'T 1 1 '  I-Y / n n 1 CvV-: T ncn 
0.19351. 0.19575 j •14 ( 0.04493. 1.57080 
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Table 3.9: .Appro.ximate optimal fle.xible binomial two-stage plans for 
two-sample case : (po-Pl ) = (0.5.0.55) 
(ai.a2./?i.^2) = (0.02501.0.02501.0.04997.0.04995) 
Tidj .dC)' '  * h 
"  T i d r - d C )  
n* C 
T(dr.dC) 
/ r\mr»4r\ /-Nr\-TO^l 1 V u.uiz-iLi. u.ui2i;i 1 ^  1 r \  1 iU ( C.04S3.59. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.01291. 0.01342 ] 746 ( 0.04776. 1.57080 j 
( 0.01342. 0.01393 ] 777 ( 0.04623. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.01393. 0.01443 ] 805 ( 0.04489. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.ni44.3. 0.01494 1  8.30 ( 0.04371. 1.57080 1 
( 0.01494. 0.01545 ] 854 ( 0.04262. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.01545. 0.01596 ] 875 ( 0.04165. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.01596, 0.01646 ] 895 ( 0.04073. 1.57080 j 
( 0.01646. 0.01697 ] 914 ( 0.03988. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.01697. 0.0174S ] 931 ( 0.03909. 1.57080 j 
( 0.01748, 0.01799 ] 947 ( 0.03834. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.01799. 0.01849 ] 962 ( 0.03763. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.01849, 0.01900 ] 976 ( 0.03695. 1.57080 1 
( 0.01900. 0.01951 ] 989 ( 0.0.3631. 1.57080 j 
( 0.01951. 0.02002 ] 1002 ( 0.03568. 1.57080 ] 
1 / n nonno n r»or\::o 1 1 m •> i U 1 •_» ! n noxnn i rcTnon 1 \  \J  kJ  ^  I .  \  1 
( 0.02053. 0.02103 j 1024 ( 0.03450. 1.57080 J  
( 0.02103. 0.02154 j 10.34 ( 0.03394. 1.57080 ] 
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Table 3.9 (Continued) 
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( 0.02205. 0.02256 ] 1051 ( 0.03288. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02256. 0.02306 ] 1059 ( 0.0.3237, 1.57080 j 
( 0.02306. 0.02357 ] 1066 ( 0.03187. 1.57080 j 
( 0.02357. 0.0240S ] 1073 ( 0.03137. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.0240S. 0.02459 ] 1079 ( 0.03088. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02459. 0.02509 ] 10S4 ( 0.0.3041. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02509. 0.02560 ] 1089 ( 0.02994. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02560. 0.02611 1 1093 ( 0.02948. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02611. 0.02662 j 1096 ( 0.02903. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02662. 0.02713 ] 1099 ( 0.02S58. 1.57080 j 
( 0.02713. 0.02763 ] 1102 ( 0.02812. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02763. 0.02S14 ] 1103 ( 0.02769. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02S14. 0.02865 ] 1105 ( 0.02724. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02865. 0.02916 ] 1105 ( 0.02681. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02916. 0.02966 ] 1105 ( 0.02637. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.02966. 0.03017 ] 1105 ( 0.02593. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03017. 0.03068 ] 1104 ( 0.02549. 1.57080 j 
( 0.03068. 0.03119 ] 1103 ( 0.02505. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03119. 0.03169 ] 1101 ( 0.02461. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.0.'^!69, 0.03220 ] 1098 1 n no.n 7 i nTnsn i 
( 0.03220. 0.03271 ] 1095 ( 0.02373. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03271. 0.03322 ] 1091 ( 0.02328. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03322. 0.03372 ] 1087 ( 0.022S3. 1.57080 ] 
f 0.03372. 0.03423 1 1082 i  0.02237, 1.57080 1 
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( 0.03423. 0.03474 ] 1077 ( 0.02191. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03474. 0.03525 ] 1071 ( 0.02144, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03525. 0.03576 ] 1064 ( 0.02097. 1..57080 ] 
( 0.0-3576. 0.03626 J 1057 ( 0.02048. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03626. 0.03677 ] 1050 ( 0.0199S. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03677. 0.0372S 1 1041 ( 0.01948, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.0372S. 0.03779 ] 1032 ( 0.01897. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03779. 0.03S29 • 1023 ^ 0.01843. 1.57080 ^ 
( 0.03829. 0.03880 ] 1013 ( 0.01789. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03880. 0.03931 ] 1002 ( 0.017.33. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03931. 0.03982 ] 990 ( 0.01675. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.03982. 0.04032 ] 978 ( 0.01615. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04032, 0.04083 ] 965 ( 0.01553, 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04083, 0.04134 ] 951 ( 0.01489. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04134. 0.04185 ] 936 ( 0.01421. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04185. 0.04236 j 921 ( 0.01.350. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04236. 0.04286 1 904 ( 0.01276. 1.57080 ] 
( 0.04286. 0.04337 ] 887 ( 0.01197. 1.57080 ] 
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( 0.04.388. 0.04439 ] 849 ( 0.01024. 1.57080 ] 
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As expected, the approach based on differences of transformed sample propor­
tions achieved reasonable approximate sample sizes for every pQ value considered, 
which turned out to be roughly twice of those for one-sample case in section 3.6.2. 
Unfortunately, the derived plan using this approach can't recover exact binomial 
probabilities because of the grouping of possible outcomec. however, can com­
pute error probabilities J-)) based on derived plans. The accuracy of these 
observed error rates depends on normality of differences of transformed sample pro­
portions and the size approximations of time-scaled sampling effort in Wiener model. 
.-\.s explained above, the interested pairs of (PQ-Pi ) have large enough sample sizes for 
both first and second stages to allow a sufficient degree of approximation. Further­
more. the discrepancies betv-'een target (Q J. Q-:>. . J-?) and observed (Q"| . AO. SO) 
a,re very small: for example, the observed error rates of the approximated plan with 
PQ = 5.0 and pi = 5.5 in Table 3.9 disagree with the target error rates by at most 
0.00005. This discrepancy between target error rates and observed error rales is re­
stricted to only the third decimal place even in the case of the smallest approximate 
siz^s considered (see Xdblc 3.8j. 
Similar results were observed in the analyses of other objective functions in 
section 3.2. 
3.7 Remarks concluding chapter 3 
Regarding Wiener compuiaiions per se. while the SPBT holds a substantial edge 
in P ove^ turc^ it IS to in prs-cticc 
The lour Wiener AFT functions shown in Figure 3.!) are strictlv ordered, with, 
the AST function of OFF'" uniformly about 4'/' smaller than that of STF'^. That 
!)S 
the domination of STP* by OFP* is uniform ccrtainly is c^ood news. The bad news 
is that it is only by about suggesting a clear limitation to what can be achieved 
with flexible second stages. 
Recall that, in the formulation of chapter 2. one always has the greatest sampling 
effort in the interior of the continuation region. The approach of this chapter differs 
from that of chapter 2 in the fact that the greatest sampling effort can occur at the 
boundary of the continuation region as. for example, in the ASTn-,^ optimization. 
This further flexibility ma,y be particularly welcome when a researcher with substan­
tial evidence for either hypothesis in the interim stage is interested in economy of 
observation. The free allocation of error rates of both kinds to both stages is useful 
for the ca.se where the interim stage analysis is already complete and further research 
is required in addition to that already on hand. 
We note that in contemplating our optimum sampling plans for minimizing 
AST-JJ and AST: even optimizing expected sampling effort at [I — cannot 
counteract the natural tendency of optimal sequential plans to call for large sampling 
t Tz-sr- <• ... f /•} > » 1 •- + .-S A'-M CiOv. VI wii ciiiO lO KI vJiiiiv>«ui<; cvy 
predict that the objective function based on the simple average at both hypothe­
ses. as in the formulation of chapter 2. also behaves in similar fashion, i'o derive 
an approximate plan by the formulation of chapter 2, we need only to find optima! 
endpoint of the continuation region using the standard hypotheses under the Wiener 
r  i *  V  ! •  . 1 '  1  ,  ^  liiijuci. j-iitrxi. lictiis-iuiiiictiKjiis; c.i iii iiiii caii i;'.--* 
endpomt of tlic contmuation region is ea.sil\* done l^v* setting hrst-orGer deri\*ati*v'es of 
the Lagrangian kernel with respect to each endpoint cciual to zero, using the empiri­
cally established fact that the Lagrangian kernel is L-sliaped in the lower endpoint / 
•J'J 
(and the upper endpoint u ) .  
Finally, regarding Wiener computations as approximate binomial computations, 
the main point is that one Wiener optimization essentially solves all binomial (or 
normal) simple hypothesis problems, of both one-sample and two-sample type. 
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSION 
Certain "flexible" two-stage plans, pertaining to single-t.reatment investigations, 
have been studied. These plans are flexible in the sense that second-stage sample size 
and critical region are allowed to depend on first-stage outcome and were derived such 
plans through two distinct optimization formulations. 
The first formulation leads us to simultaneous interpretations in both Bayes and 
Neyrcan-Pearson terms. This includes the correspondence between Bayes wrong-
decision losses and Neyman-Peason wrong-decision probabilities. Moreover, on the 
Bayesian side, we can interpret these inferred losses in economical terms due to 
the fact that they are standardized by sampling cost. The resulting plans are in 
effect Bayes. and thus derivable b\' separable second-slage optim.izations for e^"ery 
possible first-stage outcome. The second formulation, with group-sequential type 
error ra.te allocation to botli stages, was inx'estigated b\' standard \Viener plans. This 
formulation adds more flexibility in controlling stage-specific error rates of both kinds. 
Optimal flexible plans obtained through the first formulation generally will show 
the greatest second-stage sampling effort being called for in the interior of the contin-
rv 1 nPVi 11 o + 1/-%»•> ti'ill < T-> /-J 1 + 1 ^ T-> r li T-rs* 1 c ^ ^ ^ /"N'T 
•>111, 111 CILAV-AICIWII, 1 V-/1 
objective function weights, allow optimal flexible plans with greatest sampling effort 
so^^G^^'Hc^s on llio cont'^ii-icitioii ic^ioii A. fvirllicr sort of floxibiIit\' Iiss m 
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the fact that the first-stage can be a pilot study completed previously, or can be a 
specifically planned component of a two-stage study yet to be done. 
Both formulations afford modest reduction in expected sample size in compar­
ison with matched standard two-stage plans, and have the attractive feature that 
when using the Wiener model, they approximate the fanilHcs of optimal binomial (or 
normal) flexible plans for both one-sample and two-sample simple hypothesis cases. 
It is also possible to extend the optimal flexible plans to ca,ses with several 
treatments, which may include a control. 
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